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NEW YORKER STARTS ONE-MAN DRIVE
------------------------------------------*

AL BRUCHAC CALLS ON MEMBERS TO
S-Sgt. LeRoy Glahn BRIEF REPORT ON MAJOR MORRIS
APPOINT THEMSELVES COMMITTEES
HELPING WITH
HISTORY STATUS
Stationed in Alaska
OF ONE TO DIG UP OLD MEMBERS.
HISTORY SALES
Captain Joseph Mittelman, 9th
Division Historian, submits to The
Octofoil a chart of his progress on
"8 Stars to Vicrory" preparatory
work, up to and including 3 Feb-.
ruary 1948. The chart is broken
down into various operations,
styled Stage 1 through Stage 6.
Because of space limitations the.
entire tabular chart is not being
printed, but the total figures as
furnished by Captain Mittelman
a e s follows'
I' a .
Stages 1 and. 2 l'esults ~r~ undel' the headmg "PrelImmary
Draft Text," which when completed will consist of 200,000
words. 142,221 words have been
compiled, of which 137,489 words
are in the hands of Commiteemen
for approval.
Stage 3, under the heading
"Operational Corrections," a total of 43,535 words having already been prepared, is noted,
7,254 words of which are in the
hand,s of Committeemen.
Stage· 4, under the heading,
"Final Word Count, Revision," a
total of 79,837 words already prepare9. is given in tile chart.
.
. Stge5,' ·~ina.l. . DJ:aft T~xt,"
~ofJt~_·~-J1'JjI~:." t~t: 'Of S-~:-'Wi)
.eo:mpleted are listed.
'~
. Stage 6, ,:'Final Te~t ProofinJt'
a to,talof 31,037 words are l~eWise listed;·"
(Read the editorial iJ;l this issue for additional informaticu.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

S-Sgt. LeRoy C. Glahn, 3615673
8352, U. S. Army NOB, Kodiak, Alaska, writes The Octofoil
that after he finished reading the
article in a recent issue about
Carl Sheridan, he found a snapshot taken at, Mooseburg, Germany, where the Third Bn., 47th,
was stationed while guarding the
POW camp in 1941i.

seu,

CAMP SHERIDAN

,

IT'S LT. GEN. M. S.
EDDY - - - AN D IT IS ll-LB. BABY GI RL
PLEASI NG TO 9thers AT RICHARDS I.....
I~
FRANKFORT, IND.
Letters being received of recent
date by Secretary Tingley and
The Octofoil from General Eddy
are being modestly signed Lieutenant General M. S. Eddy. Typical of General Eddy, no doubt
proud of the new rank which he
so richly deserves, but never any
sign of ego, so notice'ab1e in many
Army officers of much less prestige.
Members of the Association
from 'Frisco to Maine feel more
proud as each day passes for having served under the command of
General Eddy.

Charlie Richards, Frankfort,
Ind., sends The Octofoil a neat
little birth announc·ement cardbut he was careful to mark over
the printed portion that read "A
noiseless portable," and he made
the announcement read: "A portable model weighing 11 lbs. 4 %
ounces was delivered on Jan. 27,
1948, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Richards, Frankfort, Ind. Trademark, Barbara Lee.
"And it's simply perfect from A
to Z!")

9TH'S MOBILE CP SHOWN IN SICILY

The above Ninth Division Mobile CP picture was taken in Sicily.
It was enlarged from a small snapshot by Lt. William Wheatton,

Fort Scott, Calif. Pictured are 1. Walter R. Hill, Jr.; 2. Ferdinand
S. Sechonicz; 3. William A. Burchinal; 5. Frank T. Kuhar; 6. Nick·
olaa Pribish; 7. Louis C. Bruno; 8. lst Lt. William Whetton; 9.
M. Sgt. Stephen Kutzey; 10. John J. Greskowitz; 11. Dominic A.
Fierro; 12. Maj. GeR. Manton S. Eddy; 13. Anthony J. Grashe.key;
14. William A. Estabrooks; 15. James E." Misset; 16. Robert W.
Schneider; 17. Lt. Col. Jefferson D. Childs; 18. Unknown; 19. Lt.
Ea-bert ~! Ma.ich; 20. Captain ~drian R. ~ottonson.
."

Major Cornelius T. Morris, Fort
Dix Public Information Officer recently adressed the following' lettel'S to The Octofoil:
Dear Mr. Plunkett:
..
" Recen~ly . thIS offIce has ?een
flooded WIth re9uests .br .forme r
me~bers of the Nm.t~ ~IVISI0!1' for
cO~Ies of t~e DIVISIon hIstory
WhICh, accordmg to some reports,
has been published and is available for distribution.
.
.
.
Inasmuch as t~IS offIce IS not
aware .of .the eXIstence of s,?ch
a publIcatIOn, we are w~n~el'l;ng
whethe! you can s~pply. tlu~ m~ormatIOn to us for .use m teplymg to such requests III the future.
Dear Mr. Plunkett:
Thank you very much for ,your
reply of January 30th
In the same mail I received a
letter from Mr. M. C. Scheibel,
salesmanagel' of the H.eer Printing Company, informing me that
100 c:opi,es of the Ninth Division
his.to.r.l prospectus ar~ being sent
t.:"'"~"

.-'1 am

-

~

"...... - ....."

re-

sure thafwhen we have
ceived these, it will assist us greatly in answering all future requests.
I am sure it will be of'interest
to you to know that some time ago
we requested fron1 Mr. Tingley
~everal copies of your application
blank which are also being sent to
these men with the thought that
they may wish to enroll in the association.
I personally ··will he most interested in seeing the history of
the Ninth when it is completed.
Sincerely,
CORNELIUS T. MORRIS,
Major, Infantry, Public Information Officer.
(Ed's. Note: The Oelofoil takes
the liberty, Major, of thanking
you in behalf of the History Committee and the entire membership
for your willingness to help us.)
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Feinberg Gets
New Members
As He Promised
Irving Feinberg, 1342 Ftelet
Ave., Bronx 60, N. Y., recently
wrote The Octofoil he was bringing in five new members, in addition to five he had previously
signed up. A very short letter dated Feb. 3, 1948, and sent
from Miami Beach, Fla., lists the
new members. Thev are:
Jerome Shapiro. .
John Duncan.
Louis RuHan.
John Mosher.
Isadore Lehman.
Quoting from In's letter:
I may be on vacation in Florida
but that doesn't mean I'm taking
a vacation from signing up new
members. Yesterday I ran into
Tom Flynn, an old "(' , Co., 47th
man. On leal'ning a~ jut our Association, Tom was only too
happy to join, and his check is
now on the way to our treasurer.
My sincere thanks to Jerome
Shapiro and John Sullivan for
helping get theBe new members,
and with their assistance I promise
to get another batch of new members soon. Kindest regards,
IRV,'ING FEINBERG.
-Member Board of Governors,
New York Chapter.

Albert E. Bruchac, 42-05 27th St., Long Island City,
N. Y., and a member of the National Board of Governors,
sends The Octofoil a letter outlining certain tactics he has
used in securing new members and creating greater inter...
est in the Association. If the methods adopted by Bruchac
proved successful for him, similar tactics by other members
will in all probability prove equally effective.
It might be well to mention that
another member of the Board had
a 3-line notice ins.erted in the
VFW Foi'eign Service 'Magazine,
requesting former 9th Div. men
write in.
This small notice
brought in nearly 300 replies
from former 9th Division men
who had never heard of the Association. So, it can be seen, the
Association has hardly skimmed
the surface in enrolling for membership all of those who served at
one time or another with the best
division of soldiers this world has
ever known-the NINTH.
AI's letter:
I have heard some talk lately
~aM!llg.PQ9r prqgrijlR .. ,b,ein'
made Wy Veterans' ASsOclat'lons.
In each case' this' talk is based on
the decline in paid up and active
membe·rs. It is with this thought
in mind I am writing this open
letter to The Octofoil.
EVERYONE'S "BABY"
This conditioh is not only the
responsibility of the officers and
the Board of Governors, but of
every member in the Association.
,
whether he is paid up or not.
Where there are local Chapters
tremendous strides forward are
being made in increased and active membership. For example, in
New York, where 20 men attended the opening meeting, they now
have over 400 paid-up members.
From all reports the chapters in
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Boston, Connecticut, etc., aU are
making most favorable progress.
Obviously, our problem is contacting the men in areas where there
are few in number and have little
to attract them. This is where
there is much work to be done.
The Association belongs as
much to them as it does to the
fellows in New York or Washington. In this task every man in
the Association can appoint himself a Committee of ONE in a
drive to dig out old members and
bring them into the fold.
IT WORKS
1 have tried this one-man campaign method. It works! I wrote
10 letters in the New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut area, an'd the
response was a surprise. Within
10 days all 10 replied! Four were
paid up. Three were members but
had not paid 1948 dues. In their
letters they assured me they
would pay their dues immediately. I later checked with the New
York Chapter and found that
they paid. One man didn't even
know we had a Chapter and enclosed a $10 check for his dues.
One man is interested but won't
join until the Division Histol"Y is
finished, but I have hopes of signing him up before very long. The
tenth man claims he doesn't have
the time, but leJt me an opening
because he asked me to look up
some of his old friends' home addresses. I'll continue to work on
this fellow.
LIKE CHAIN LETTERS
This isn't the end of this "One
Man Membership Drive," because,
like the chain letter, it· grows. In
my 10 letters I covered the usual
news of old friends and Reunions,

weddings, etc.
After that I
brought up the Division Association activities and progre·ss. In
closing I mentioned what I was
doing and asked them to contact
five or six of their old Division
buddies' and buzz them on this
membership business.
They in
turn will attempt to do the same
thing that I have done. So if
enough people trY this method I
am sure we will have taken a step
in the l'ight direction and see a
lot of new members on the paidup list.
THE WIDE OPEN SPACES
Even thmurha ~Qmhel.':.ia."in
'anactiv~ a:l'E:a heshuulcr !l:~-~'~ ..-....:"
keep his old friends in the ,vide-open spaces in good standing'· in
the outfit.
The Association belongs to
every man and every man shruld
work to keep it healthy. It se~ms
to· me that an outfit like the 9th
Infantry Division with the tnsks
it has performed in the past c"m't
let a little job like digging up a
lot of old members throw them
for a loss.
IDEA FOR CHAPTERS
In my next mailing I amg<,ing
to try to contact five 01' six of my
old friends in areas where we do
not have any Chapters or Ass·)ciation activities. This may be an
id·ea for the Local Chapters to use
in their program for the year.
"See YOU ALL at the Philly
Reunion."
Sincerely,
"AL" BI\UCHAC.
Good work, AI, -old top. Now
if a few hundred other workers
will take your "cue" and canyon,
Charlie Tingley will be so overworked the Board of Governors
will have to give him more help
down there in the War Collegewhat they are now calling Fort
Leslie J. McNair.
Philadelphia in July

PHILLY LAD IS
STILL WAITING
FOR MEETING
The Octofoil's anonymous buddy from Philadelphia sends in his
regular contribution for the (told
Star· Mothers and Dads Fund.
He also mentions the fact he
is still mailing out postal card 5 in
his campaign for this fund. ,
The lad also bemoans the fact
Reunion time is rapidly approClching and there have been no chapter meetings in Philadelphia.
JOHN VALLIANT HELPING
THE PHILLY LAD
John Oakley Valliant,
206
Brooklyn Ave., Salisbury, Md., is
the latest .member's name to be
added to the list contributed for
the Gold Star Mothers and Fathers Fund of the Ninth Infafltry
Division Association.
HELP FROM HOrdE TOWN
Victor" Butswinhus, 1330 N.
Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa., under
date of 9 Feb. 1948, sends his eontribution to the Gold Star Mothers and Dads Fund.
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NEASE. Third Vice-P'resident
TINGLEY, Secreta'ry-Treasurer

GEN. MANTON S. EDDY
BRIG, GEN. H. D. BIRKS
COL. JOHN G. VAN HOUTEN
JOHN H. WHITMORE
MORRIS OLENDER
MICHAEL PUZAK
FRANK B. WADE

COL. GEORGE B. BARTH
HENRY S. RIGBY
PAUL S. PLUNKETT
ROBERT W. ROBB
GLENN O. MOORE
DONALD M. CLARKE
ALBERT E." BRUCHAC

Extract from the certificate of incorporation of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association: "This. Association is formed by the officers and men
of the Ninth Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen comrades. to preserve the esprit de corps of the Division. to assist in
promoting an everlasting world peace exclusively by means of educational
activities and to serve
an information bureau to members and former
members of the Division."
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. Published each month by and for the members of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association. News articles, feature stories. photographic or art material from members will be welcomed and every effort will be made to return
photographic an.d art work in good condition. Please address all communications to The Octofoil, 337 South High Street. Room 318, Columbus, Ohio.
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In the last issue of The Octofoil. ~ story appeared on Page 4
adVISIng the members that in future issues a series of carto-ons
would be printed coming from the
pen of former Captain Albert F .
"Red" Wilson, 60th F.A., who i~
now living at 307 Stahl Ave., Wilmington Manor, New Castle,
Delaware.
Some half-crocked printer picked up the wrong head and put -over
the Wilson article, and evidently
a three-fourths crocked proofreader Jet it get by.
Anyway "Red's" cartoon appears this month. He asked The
Octofoil for some. editorial page
cal'toon suggestions. He was advised to "let YQur conscience be
your .guide." It is very pleasing,
too, If you ask anybody, that he
chose the subject he has for this
month's issue with so many saboteurs running loose today hying
to stiek a stilletto into the proposals now befoI'e Congress to
help keep America prepared for
any eventuality-and avert. the
needless loss of life 50 many have.
witnessed since 1942 on the battlefield.

,-

The official publication of the ,Ninth Infantry Division Association with
offices located at Fort Leslie J. McNair, FOUl·th and "P" Streets. S. W.,
Washington, D. C. Single copy price of this publication is 10 cents per issue.
or by mail, 60 cents per year. payable in advance. Subscribers should notify
this office promptly of any change in 'address.
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Write Paul S.Plunkett.

337 South High Street, Room 318. Columbus, Ohio.
£ntered as Second-Class Matter January 7. 1947. at Postoffice,

Washington, D. C., under Act of March 3,1879.
Additional entry at Columbus,' Ohio.
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Use it well and wisely, son. In spite of saboteurs· sinister influences in Washington, Uncle Sam will never tolerate his boys
gcing into battle· again poorly trained and unprepared to protect
their lives.
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PhiladE'lphia in July
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Keep Your Shirt On, loe - -Ristor. CO'Jllmittee W orki"fI

IIRED ID WILSON
IS STAFF ARTIST
OCTOFOIL PRINTER'S FACE IS
RED-GOT HEADS MIXED
LAST ISSUE.

President
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-By Wilson

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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We'll Be Prepared

*1

MAJOR GENERAL DONALD A, STROH. First Vice-Pl'esident
WAlTER J. MAHON. Second Vice-President
BONNIE
CHARLES
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HVRV IS T·HE DO·PE ON WH Jtl.T
~
~
r:tl.
SOME OF THE BOYS ARE DOING
MANY OF THEM GETTING TIRED OF CIVILIAN ROUTINE
AND ARE RE-ENLISTING; ALL TAKING LIFE JUST AS
IT'S DISHED OUT-A NINTH DIVISION TRADITION.

Teddy E. Miller, 206 % East
Main Street,Washington, Indiana,
is now in the dry cleaning business with his brother in Washington, Ind., and would like to hear
from some Qf the fellows, who
were withhini in M Co. or 3rd
Bn. Medics, 39t1;
,

The mail bog reaching The Octofoil office reaches mammoth proportions at times-and invariably the larger percentage of the volume are inquiries from the Association members
seeking information relative to the status of "Eight Stars to
Richard N. Blaylock, 518 N.
~, ViCtory," the Ninth Division History. Many of the letters re25th St., Richmond, Va., formerly
ceived are from mothers, wives and dads-the next-of-kin of of the 47th, reports that he is
back at work after a second opthe Ninth Division buddies left Over There.
eration on his leg. This time he
Many of the letters are critical of apparent slowness of states that his leg js healing nicely.. Best wishes for complete sucoperation. All convey Q tone of anxiety and impatience.
cess this time, Richard. Dick is
Efforts were made to personally answer each of these let- trying to round up some of the
ters until they began making great heaps-SO HIGH. Con- Richmond boys for a local chapter. How about you guys getting
trary to the opinion of many members, there is no,staff of in touch with him and getting that
workers in The Octofoil office, and all letters answered, all pic- Virginia chapter going?
tures returned, sample papers mailed out and other menial deClyde R. Ford, whose home adtails are done by one member of the Board of Governors lois 843 River Road, FOl't
cated at 337 S. High St., Room 318, Columbus, Ohio, and dress
Worth, Texas, formerly Qf the
those details are attended to at his residence after regular 47th, wl'ites:
working hours in a printing office. And due to that situation,
"Since getting <lischarged, I
it was decided to utilize The Octofoil editorial space in this worked in the Postotfice in Dallas,
for six months. I got
issue and ask all who have written in concerning the History Texas,
tired of working six and seven
consider this explanation as an answer to their letters.
days a week so I resigned; just
.' The Octofoil has become impatient at times and probably lay around f<>r five months and
re-enlisted in the Air Corps at
been guilty of becoming too critical, along with many other F.W. A. A. Field, Fort .Worth,
members.
Texas. Finally I was sent here tQ
Directing a letter to Lt. Gen. Manton S. Eddy recently for Lowry Field to school. Will. finish here January 20, and then
information concerning the progress being mode on the His- back to Fort Worth. The Air
tory project, the General answered frankly, as is his custom, Corps is a fine branch of the' servand pointed out many unexpected handicaps that hod arisen ice, but there is nothing, like the
from time to time, explaining both he and Col. John J. Von goodi>ld Infantry. All the. exdoughs stick together in the Air
Houten, both active on the History Committee, had their own Corps and we fight the war over
official duties to perform and hod to, devote what spore time and over with them. No one ever
of their own that they found available for the History work. wins, of course."
Clyde also gives some dope on
In commenting on the progress already mode, the' General advised that Captain Joseph Mittelman~ Ninth Division
Bruchac Has
Historian, would establish offices at Fort Hayes Barracks, Columbus, Ohio, within a few days, so as to be near the F. J.
Special Remedies
Heer Printing Co., while the actual printing was in progress
For All Ailments
from day to day.
~
In taking The Octof6i1 to task, the General advises #lit's
Learning of illness in The Oca little discouraging for many of the History Committee, my- tofoil family Al Bruchac, 42-05
self included, to burn much midnight oil carrying to successful 27th St., Long Island City 1,
conclusion this History Project, and to be the recipients of so N. Y., member Qf the Board of
much criticism from members unfamiliar with the problems Governors, 'unjustly accuses the
patient with these words:
confronted."
Just a line to wish you a speedy
It'is hoped those writing in will remember: Members who recovery and to advise you to stop
joined the Association overseas and paid their $10 have a HiS- drinking that cheap whisky and
'd f
Th f d
f
f
h
Th
try one of my special mixtures.
tory pal . or.
e un s were razen or t at purpose. . ose If you have not recovered by the
who joined later and paid $10 also have a copy paid for. Those time this reaches you drop me a
taking out $5 membership will have to send an additional $5 line and I will send YQU my "Speto secure' a History. The nearest known living relative of all cial Cure"· for your type of
Ninth Division men killed overseas have a copy paid for. Any- ~:~~~.OCTOFOIL
one desiring extra copies will have to pay the ,$5.
Trust you have no difficulty in
So noW let's all getbeh~nd the History· Committee and getting The Octofoil to press and
the Historian and make their task easier. Because the prelim- o~t to t~e b?ys. I really would
.
. .
.
.I . d A
I ..
'11 b mISS gettmg It and always get a
mory ?et~lls have all been. comp ete.
ctuo printing WI
e litt~e pee~ed.because of the lousy
Q realIty an Q very short tIme.
_
. mall serVIce m Queens County.

AI

I

one of the boys who has been lost
to the Association: Former Lt.
Cook, Qf A. T. Co., 47th, is now
Mr; G. B. Cook, 2701 Hickory 8,t.,
Dallas, Texas-now a bricklayer
in Dallas. He also ran into 1st
SgL O. C. Wilson, formerly of
A. T. Co., 47th-is now stationed
.t Biggs Field, Texas, a1iiidwould
like to hear from·'· anYQnewho
would write. He als<> sawCpl.
Louis Dusby, fOr1l1erly of A. T~
Co., 47th, who is now stationed
in .Alaska. His address is· Hq. &
Hq. Sqdn., AAC, APO 942, care
Postmaster, Seattle, Wash., and
he would like to hear from some
of his Qld buddies.
Major Forrest F. Barefoot, formerly 34th F A Bn., is planning to
be at the Reunion this year. This
is Major Barefoot's second year
at the Gulfp-ort Military Academy,
Gulfport, Miss., and he says he
likes ROTC work fine.

RECEIVE FEW MORE
COPIES OF IIFINAL
THRUST" FOR SALE
SECY. TINGLEY ALSO ADVISES 60TH HISTORIES ARE
STILL AVAILABLE.
Secretary Charles O. Tingley,
P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13,
D. C., advises The Octofoil he
has l'eceived many additional editions of the book, "The Final
Thrust." This. is an interesting
book, published in Germany, that
is a vivid panorama of the Ninth
Division~s marvelQus wal·-time record. It was prepared as a means
of educating the Occupation
Troops of the Ninth Division Ngardingthe background of the famous Division to which they· were
becoming a part.
The clamor became so' great
from the old-tim.e.rs\ f-o;rme:r:.a..Ni.n:tl:t
Di~isi~nmen, tor eopies ~fth"
b<>ok, that arrangements had to be
made to secure. this shipment that
Secl'etary Tingley has available.
For the sum of 25 cents to take
care of the . packing and mailing
charges the secretary will mail any
former n1ember of the Division a
copy -of _"'Final· Thrust."
MORE GOTH ·HISTORIES
Secrefary Tingley, announces
he has received additional copi~s
of the 60th History, also printed
overseas~and for 25 centsto cover
the peaking a,nd mailing charges
he will mail a copy of this interesting little book-not only to fQrmer 60th men, but to anyone who
cares for -on~.
Philadelphia in July

Captain. Ned H. Anderson, Letterman General Hospital, San
Francisc<>, Calif., formerly of Med.
Det., 39th Inf., has recently been
assigned as Orthodontist at. Lettennan, and thinks-he will be
there for quite a while.
James Duro Brammer, Hill St.,
p. O. Box .153, ~t. Rolly Springs,
Pa., is now employed as -an Industrial Arts Teacher in Cumberland City, Pa. To bring you upto~ate on James, he was married April' 18, 1946, graduated
from college Auglist22, 1947, and
has a daughter,· Carol Lynn Brammer, born January 17, 1948.

AD~RESSOGRAPH

BEING INSTALLED

If Any Member
Knew the Buddies
They Should Write
The following notices appeared
in the February, 1948, issue· of
Foreign Service, official mi>nthly
publication -. for the Veterans of
Foreign Wars:
60th I.f.-George E. Fogarty,
killed August 7, 1944, near Champ
du Boult, France. Write William
B. Fogarty, 75 Central Ave!, Dover, N.' H.
Co. I. 70th Tank Bn.-Cpl. Oscar P. Osb<>rne, killed Dec~ 29,
1942, in Algiers. Write Miss
Betty Osborne, '254 W. Burkhart
Ave., Chambersburg, Pa.
760th v 764tl1 and 746th Tank
Bns.-Would like to hear from

any buddies in these outfits, especially tlwse in Co.C, 7,46th Bn.
Joe W. Parks, P. O. Box 11, PeSecretary Tingley advises The oria, Ill.
'
.OctofQil mechanics are rapidly asThe following notice appeared
~embling the _Addressograph main a recent issue of Army Times;
chine the Board,of Governors reNintb Diviaion,60thlnf. Reat.•
cently authorized purchased-and Co. L-Men who knew and served
within a short time he will be able with red-headed Carl E. Castle,
to furnish State Chapters with ASN 35768598, please write to
up-to-date strip lists of Ninth Di- his mother, Mrs. Earl Castle, Hipvision Association men in their pa, Kentucky.
particular areas.
Philadelphia in July
Philadelphia in July

TSK,TSK!
The sports editor of· the TQonerville. Tribune is still wondering
why. he got fired for. his story of
the Sunday. Schoolgirls' baseball
game which said: "Everything was
going fine for th'e local girls until the fifth inning when the bags
got loaded."-Canning' Trade.

LIKED IT STRAIGHT

A K-entucky Colonel always
closed his eyes when he took a
drink, and one day someone asked
why.
'~The sight of gOod likkah, suh/'
the col~nel explained, "always
makes my mouth water, suh, and
Ah do not care to dilute mah
drink."-~ead-er's Scope.
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"Paddy"
Died
Just
As
He
Lived
------------------------------------------*
THE PAST IN
REVIEW
Marches to Remember
1941-

and Collins visit the Ninth as
Division turns out on full display. . . • Furloughs and leaves
ending now as Division prepaI'es for its part in future operations.... Weather becoming more mild-but still dampIsh. . . . Several marriages to
local gid,;: take place.
1945-

Fort Bragg: General Devers
says, "The new Ninth. Division
is shaping up fine" • • . President and Mrs. Roose velt visit
Fort Bragg. • . • General Marshall· addresses 500 non-coms in
theater. • . • Gen-eral Hugh· A.
Drum, CG of First Army, conducts Cpx. problem for Division
headquarters. • • • 39th Infantry breaks precedent to furnish
Germany: The race to the
honor guard for last rites of a
Rhine. . . • Duisdorf, key to
Confederate soldier,
William
Bonn, is cracked by the Ninth.
H-enry Barnes.•.. Firs t full pa. • • Bad Godesberg and its
rade on new Division grounds.
famed Hotel Dreesen and neigh1942boring r-eS'lrts fall.••• 47th InFort Bragg: Marine C-()lonel A.
fantry marches in spectacular
J. Drexel Biddle, aged 67, and
night drive t,o Remagen and beworld's foremost bay-Qnet aucomes the first infantry regithority, instructs Ninth....
ment" over the
Ludendeorff
Amphibious training begins at
Bridge. • • . Raiders wage lone
Norfolk, Solomon's Island and
and gallant stand on far shore
New River. • .. • General Eddy
as remainder of Division rushes
jo:ns Ninth. . . . 60th wins both
to join th-em. . • . Ninth asDivision and Post basketball
SuTtleS command of tile bridgechampi.mships...... Easter furhead and the heroism of the
loughs begin. . .. . Amphibi-ous
span begins . . . crossing' under
capers demonstrat.ed for five
fire. Cub planes and Jerries
major movie studios. . . . . 70th
overhead ... artillery in abundTallk Battalion attached. . •.
anee, bridgoe crumbles on St.
39th makes ~O-mile overnight
Patrick's Day. "
On to the
training march in
moderate
Ruhr pock-et as all Germans
weather as Colonel William R.
falls apart under the smashing
Schmidt indicates he will leave
Allied offensive!
for anothercomm::U1:d~
19461943Bavaria (Occupation): AugsTunisia: Kasser'ine Pas&. Gafsa,
burg' and vicinity. . . . Ninth
Bou (,,}:ebka. • . . El Guettar
now controls an area larger
and the Twenty .nays of Makthan
Nebraska
and
Rhode
nassy begin . . . S·ened Station
Island combined! • . . Movies.
.•• the fabulous Molotov. •.
PX rations, cameras, beer, cofThe maze of dj1!lbe!s-Hills 772
fee, doughnuts, Am-erican civiland 369, Djebel Berda, Lettouian girls arrive. . • . Notorious
chi and the rest. . • . Luftwaffe
Dacnau Camp under rule of Dikeeps up its reputation . . . and
vision ..• th-e country is Kaput
members of the hand act as
and the old-timers have gone
litter-b-earers in the difficult
home.
e];ilcuaWiion over openground_ Pb~ladelphia ill July
a1ia"I'lIgg1m::t\1Us • • • this·...is-tlre
first big action against Germans
Q. I lost last month's subsistfor Ninth.••. Dust, defeat and ence check before I was able to
death. as the II Corps. attacks to cash it at the bank. What should
divert manpower and tanks to- I do?
wards El Guettar from the MarA. Go to your local Veterans
eth sector.
.
Administration office and explain
1944what has happened. The office
Winchester and Vicinity: Prime will take necessary action either
Minisrer
Winston
Churchill, to recover 'Or to replace your
Generals Eisenh-ower. Bradley. check.

SOLON WANTS TWIN CITY CHAPTER
Th-omas F. Solon, 4757 Bryant Ave., S., Minneapolis 9, Minn.,
expects'to finish up his course in. Civil Engineering at the University
tOf Minnesota in a little. over a year. He also wants to help Click
Henson establish a Twin City Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division
Association.
Tom sends the snapshot shown below, taken at the Second Annual Reunion in Columbus, Ohio. Gu-ess this could be st}'led a reunion
of Co. A, 39th Inf. Repr-esentatives of five states are pictured.

JACK BROWN REALLY TOOK THIS GANG PLACES

MRS. CORA CULHANE SUBMITS MOST
Carl HuD Visits
INTERESTING ARTICLE ON "PADDY"
Pay's Relatives
FLINT'S COLORFUL ADVENTURES.

Carl Hull, 1101 E. Ninth
Sioux Falls, S. D., sends th-e ~:i~
lowing letter:
"I received your letter of the
5th informing 'me of Asher Pay's
body being returned and requesting. moe. to call <lll his parents. I
did call on them one evening intending to stay only a few minutes but stayed ar-ound one and
one-half hours, I believe.
"They seemed very inter-ested
in learning what inform.ation I
could giv-e· them ahout the Division and History SOon to come
out and were especially pleased
receiving th-e respects of the Association. I showed them your letter and the encl-os·ed list of nantes.
"I learned there is a member of
his outfit living here and llad intend-ed to get in touch with him
before writing but haven't as yet
gotten around to doing it.
.
"They were very much upset as
they knew of Asher's body being
in the States for some time and
didn't receive· it until Dec. 19th.
"They had private rites at the
cemetery, although th-ey.· had the
offer of the Legion and other
services which they appreciate."
-
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WALT CUETEZAR
WANTS TO HEAR'
FRO M BUDDIES
LES RONAY BACK IN GREATER NEW YORK FRO N T
LINES; SENDS NEWS.

Mrs. Nora Culhane, 29 Maple Ave., '\Vaterbury, Conn.,
mother of Ed Culhane, is displaying a lot of interest in
The Octofoil. After having Secretary Tingley place her
name on the mailing list, she writes The Octofoil and advises she has tried to follow the Ninth Division's encounters,
etc., and any time she saw an
article in magazines or newspapers she preserved them. Says
Mrs. Culhane, "I know if it had
been God's will for my son, Ed,
to come back he would h-ave had
a wholehearted and keen· interest
in the Ninth Division Association
activities, as he was proud of
heing entitled to wear the Octofoil. While he was away I saved
clippings for him to read when
he come home."
The following New York Tribune copyrighted article is one of
Mrs. Culhane's treasur·ed ariicles:
"PADDY" FLINT,
.
CHERBOURG~S CAPTOR
One of Many American Heroes
Who Welcomed War's Dangers.
By JOSEPH DRISCOLL
Looking back over the Western
front of 1944 one realizes that we
have millions of heroes fighting
our war. In fact, I sometimes
think every man in uniform is a
hero, whether he driv€s a tank or
a jeep or whether he wields a
bayonet or pick and shovel.
In addition to being heroes
dome of our boys are charact-ers
with a capital C. I think Qf our
driver, Private Laliberte, wounded at Verdun, who insisted he enjoyed war as much as selling ice
cream back home in Gardiner,
Mass. I think of Second Lieutenant Gordon Cusick, of St. Paul,
who took his cavalry reconnaissance patrol and three frightened
correspondents into Le Mans before the Germans got out. When
I asked Cusick what he had done
in private life, the gray - haired
v-eteran replied, "Hell! I never
had a chance to do anything; I'm
-only 24 now!' Still Cusick, like
Laliberte, enjoyed his war work,
except "the only trouble with reconnaissance is, that we always
sleep five miles within the enemy

After working tirelessl)r night
and day helping get the Greater
New York Chapter functioning,
Les Ronay has been 'Jlaying low."
Pl'Qbably taking a much deserved
I'est. But again his letters al'e beginning to drift in-and it make'S
everyone happy.
Quoting from a recent letter
sent the Greater New York Chapter from Judy Cuetezar,.. the swell
wife of Walter. J. Cuetezar, formerIY_'with the A. T. Co.) 47th
Regt.:
_Walter would certainly like to
hear from some of that old gang.
We are going to try and make a
Greater New York meeting soon.
Thanks, Judy. If it wasn't for
the loyalty· of some of you gil-Is lin-e~."
sending in dues and needling' your LAUGHS AT BULLETS
"old man," th·e gold bricks would - There was Cusick's superior, Lt.
probably through neglect let their Col. . John Homfeld, of Urbana,
Ill., who laughed as the- bullets
memhership lapse.
whistled around him and said:
Philadelphia in July
"I'm skinny and can stand sideways." And there was a tall,
lanky character. calling himself
the Oklahoma Kid who defied danger as he encouraged his comrad-es with:" "Come on, you felComing to The Octofoil was a lows; I ain't got hut one life to
short note from Boh W'Oodside's lose and I don't know when that
eld-erly dad, who felt proud of. the is.'~
Christmas sentiments expressed by
Nor can one forget roly-poly
Bob in a letter printed last month. Major Martin Phillipsborn, Jr., of
Dad Woodside sent The Octofoil Chicago, who pioneered into Wala check for $6, asking for six ad- lendorf, Germany, with his comditional copies of last month's Oc- bat command after arming himtofoil that carried Boh's beautiful self with a clean shave and a
thoughts on Page 1. Dad asked copy of "Pickwick Papers!'
that any amount left over and CEN. PATTON A CHARACTER
ahov-e the cost of The Octofoils,
General Patton is, of course,
00 put in the lund being raised both a hero and a charact-er. His
for the benefit {)f the Gold Star own example may explain why
Mothers and Dads to beexpend-ed Patton's Third Army is filted with
at the Philadelphia Reunion.
fighting characters.
Everyone thought Bob a pretty "PADDY" GREAT
swell guy whil-e he was with the
In the opinion of competent
60th. Judging from Dad's letter, authorities on the subject, Paddy
Bob is just a chip off the old Fli~t, who was born in Vermont,
block.
quatterbacked at. West Point and
At least three former Ninth fought two wars in France, was
men living in Rome, N. Y., are in one of the great-est characters of
there pitching for members of the his time. On the records he was
Association, namely: Bob Wood- listed as Colonel H. A. Flint. but
side, Leo H-enry and Conse De- everyone knew him and loved him
Lutis, connected with Th-e Rome as plain Paddy.
Sentinel. Not only prominent in USED DIALECT
the Fourth Estate, Conse has reAlthough highly .educated, Padcently taken over certain activities dy Flint chose to use dialect on
in the radio field.
occasion. When he took the surPhiladelphia in Juty
render of the German general and
the German admiral commanding
the last German forces at Cherbourg, his surrender command
was: "Well, general, come on out.
Hit d-on't make no diff-erence!'
When he returned from postAn-other announcement reach- graduate studies at the French
Ecole Superieure de Guerre in
ing The Octofoil reads:
This little card has come to sa), 1921 he reported to his chief of
cavalry, saluted in the French
We're proud as we can be
manner and said with a Gallic ac'Cause som-eone new's been
cent:
added to
"Sir, I can understand you if
Our happy famil)"!
.
you speak English very slowly."
Date of arrival: January 6.
Weight: 8 pounds, 8 'Ounces.
Paddy succeeded in catching
Name: Colleen Denise.
and· training as pets two of the
Parents: Jack and Rosemary storks from Holland which fly
Deason.
.
south to winter in North Africa.

Bob Woodside's
Dad a Booster

IT'S ANOTH ER
GIRL FOR THE
JACK DEASONS

Left to ri&,ht: ToUt 5$lon, Minneapolis, Minn.; Steve Saekendi,
South Bend, Ind.; Jack (Task Force) Brown, Columbus, Ohio;
Harry <>dom, Monhe&aa hla.d, Maine; Jack Curley, Jeraey City,
New Jerse7.

COPYRIGHT, 1945, NEW YORK TRIBUNE STORY WAS
WRITTEN BY JOSEPH DRISCOLL - SAYS "PADDY"
WELCOMED WAR'S DANGERS.

Whenever Paddy was near his
storks they followed him around
as solemnly as batmen.
WEARS BLACK HANKIE
Going into battle, Paddy always wore· a black hanAkerchief
around his neck. As he explained,
"It's the pirat-e in me."
Padd~' was a great leader hecause he inspired his men by his
own daring. During the Sicilian
campaign near the town of Troina· men of his force w-ere pinned
down by enemy fire. They seemed
frozen in their foxholes. Flint,
stripped to the waist, pulled a
sack of loose tobacco from his
trousers pocket and staged the old
cavalry trick of rolling a cigarette with one hand and snapping
a sulphur match into flame with
his thumb nail. All the while he
strode up and down in the street
as bullets kicked up the dust
around him. Paddy puffed leisurely, glanced sidewise at the spurts
of dust and then shouted:
"Boys, these so-and-so's can't
shoot any better now than they
could in' the last war. Let's
get 'em."
And Paddy's men did just that.
HAD SERIOUS MOMENTS
Paddy had his serious, thoughtful moments. Such as the time,
when at the age of 56, he was
preparing to lead his well trained
39th I n fan try Regiment to
France. As D Day drew near
Paddy delivered a fighting talk to
his men saying: "We know that
soon the greatest and most powerful force of aUht~t.o:ry: , .. , au
an invasion of the West Coas"t .of
Europe. We know that we will be
a part of that first· force which
lands. We know that the whole
operation has been carefully planned. Where we land, when - we
land, we don't know, hut 'hit don't
make no difference.' •.. The bet
tel' our job is done the worse it
will he for Jerry, the sooner the
job will be finished and the more
of us can go home. l don't believe that anyone of us really
wants to go home until it is finished over here!'

go
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So spok-e Paddy Flint. After
which he led his men across th-e
Normandy beaches and up to
triumph in Cherhourg. Then came
the prolonged hedgerow· war,
when the Allied advance was held
up for weeks and appeared to be
bogging down. Stubborn resistance by the enemy defending the
main road from St. Lo to Periers
had stalle'd an entire division.
Once more Paddy Flint demon
strated in person how wars are
w-on
by
inspiring
leadership.
Going forward to a battle command post to. try to shake up the
troops, Colonel Flint messaged his
executive officer: "From Paddy to
Van: Strangely quiet here. Could
take nap. Have spotted pill~JJxes;
will start them cooking."
ACTS AS BODYGUARD
About that time a German with
a machine pistol leaped over a
hedge and fired so close as to
rip the colonel's trousers. The
German vanished and Flint 01'(1er-ed the supporting tank forwartf.
The tank sergeant rep-orted his
turret was not functioning properly, to which Paddy replied:
"Don't tell me ",..- hat you can't do;
it's noi; often you have a colonel
for a bodyguard."
With a little group of men Col.
Flint moved forward with the
tank.
He was fired on a;: he
climbed upon· the tank to instruct
the driver. A bullet hit the radio
,operator. Again they explored a
hedgerow, and this time the bullet
wound,ed the colonel's chauffeur.
When he moved forward- with
one tank Paddy Flint sent his last
message back: "I'm going to use
my tanks the way Jerry u:;:;es his.
He ain't no better than we are.
• . • Bless you."
Paddy Flint had uttered his own
epitaph. when he was sailing from
England to Normandy. As he told
.(Continued on Page 7.)
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GENERAL STROH WILL DELIVER
SECY. TINGLEY
NEW YORKERS MAKING REUNION
ADDRESS TO WASHINGTON BOYS GETS DOPE ON HOTEL ARRANGEMENTS FOR JULY
MORE DETAILS OF NEXT MEETING WILL BE SENT DIRECTHOSPITAL CASES FIRST 1948 MEETING OPENS WITH A BANG-NEAR 400
LY TO THE MEMBERS IN PLENTY.OF TIME FOR THEM
TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO BE PRESENT.

T11e January meeting of the
District of Columbia Chapter was
held at the Christian Heurich
Brewery, 26th and Water Sts.,
'Vashington, D. C., on January
27th.
About ten members attended
this'meeting and plenty of beer
and pretzels were gotten rid 0 f
by the group.
TRAPANI GETS SPIRITS
Sal Trapani won the bottle of
liquor, but· it can be said, he did
not get home with much of it still
left in the bottle.
PLANS FOR NEXT SESSION
Plans were made for the Febl'uary meeting, which will be held
on Tuesday evening, February 24.
The place is still not definite fo;,'

this meeting. Further details will
be furnished the members in plenty of time to arrange to be in
attendance.
GEN. STROH TO TALK
Arrangements have been made
for General. Stroh to give a talk
on the campaigns th~ Ninth Division took part in while he was
with the Division. Such a talk will
certainly be of great interest and
no one should miss this meeting.
PHILLY IN JULY
It's time now to start planning
vacations in July tim-ed to be able
not to miss the Reunion in Philadelphia. The District of Columbia
should be represented 100 per
cent at this Reunion.

OHIO GKOllPCONTRIBllTE TO
.
THE GOLD STilK MOTHER FUND
PLANNING FOR A LADIES' AUXILIARY ... COMBAT FILMS
SHOWN AT MEETING THROUGH COOPERATION OF
CAPT. DOWNEY AND SGT. ARTHUR W. SPRANKEL.
Although Friday night, January
30, 1948, was fit for only Eskimos
to venture out in, a good turnout
l'eported for the meeting held at
the home' of President Glenn O.
Moore.
Through the cooperation of
Captain Billy R. Do\vney and Sgt.
Arthur W. Sprankd some very interesting films were shown.
A letter of congratulation was
sent to Joe Casey and the Greater
Detroit Chapter.
Casey's answer, in part, reads
as follows:
Ohio Chapter, Ninth Inf. Div.
· Assn., Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. Glenn O. Moore, President.
Deal' Glenn:
We are glad to receive your
congratulations and your killd offer to give us a helping hand.
Some of the members of your
Chapter live in Toledo, Ohio, just
a bit over an houl's drive from
Detroit. If you think there are
any members in Toledo who may
not have seen the mO',ries-we
~(\').:r·~~ tob~veyoudrop them
a 1NY~ Jf~ard; to suggest they come
to Detroit Feb. 8, at 2 p. m., at
704 K Jefferson, right in downtown Detroit. We will be glad to
welcome them.
I'm . writing Joe Wolner, who
was in the 60th, and who drove
Col. Van Hounten. Joe lives in
Hamilton, Ohio. There are, besides the secretary, who is writing you, four other members in
Detroit who were also in the
Regt. Hq. Co. of the 60th-quite
a coincidence!
Perhaps someone from Columbus can come to Detroit, if the
weather permits.
We send to you and members
{)f the Ohio Chapter our best regards. Hoping to see some of you
in July.
Sincerely,
JOSEPH T. CASEY, Secy.

·

LOWELL FREDERICK, JR.,
STILL IN GERMANY
An other interesting: letter received by the Ohio Chapter was
from Mrs. Lowell E. Frederick,
Sr., Box 315-M, Rt. 1, Toledo 5,
Ohio; the mother of Lowell Frederick, Jr., who served with the
47th Regt. overseas, reenlistin~ in
1945, he is still in Germany. Lowell's mother wrote him about the
Ohio Chapter, and here was Lowell's answer: "Gee, Mom, I was
with the best bunch of men Uncle
Sam had and I joined the Ninth
Division Association because I
knew they would still be grand
guys in civilian life so be sme
and see that I'm marked up for
everything they do." He also. says
he hopes to be back in the states
in time for the Reunion.
Adolph B. Amster is now living
· in Columbus at 1997:1h W. Broad
Street. 'Dolph recently sent his
1948 dues in and among other
,things he has this to say, which
should prove of interest to Bill
Finley's friends-and although
'Dolph is pretty well tied down
with his work at Ohio StateUniversity, this good deed on his part
exemplifies the Good Old Ninth
Division spirit:
"In the February issue of The
Octofoil you may have noticed a
letter from Bill Finley's mother.
For the chapter's record you may
want to know that, since I knew
'both Bill and Captain Danna, I
contacted Danna and Mrs. Finley.
By now I guess they are in touch
with each other. Bill was Communications Sergeant in I Co., 39th
Regt., and one of the finest sol-

diers I ever served with. He was
uttel'1y devoted to Capt. Danna
and served the regiment as well
as any man could have."
Yours very trul~r,
ADOLPH B. AMSTER.
Richard Schumann's wife recently anived from overseas and
participated in her first Ninth Infantry Division Association meeting on this side of the Pond.
Other ladies in attendance was
Mrs. Richard Pestel, ,,,,ife of the
vice-president, and l\h~. Glenn O.
Moore, wife of the president.
NEWELL IN COLLEGE
R. E. Newell, formerly 114
'Voodland Ave., Columbiana, 0.,
sends his new address as 139
Fairground Trailer Camp, Columbus 3, Ohio. While attending
the University Newell says he
can't devote as much time to Association affairs as he . would like
to. But he plans to be in Philly,
arid asks for some' back copies of
Martin Becker's story concerning
the Aniericanpatrol first meeting
the Russialls. Newell and Becker
both served with M Co., 2nd PIt.,
60th Regt.

Following a suggestion made by
one of the Association members
ina l'ecent issue of The Oetofoil,
Secretary Tingley sent out letters
to the General Hospitals over the
country, inquiring if any former
Ninth men were patients. Here
are his replies:
VALLEY FORGE
Valley Forge General Hospital,
Phoenixville, Pa., advises that
Pvt. Clarence. Ral'ey, Patients
Mail Wd 27-.11 S, (Bloomingville,
Ohio), and Cpl. Floyd Hamilton,
Patients Mail, Wd 3-cd(6308 Everett St., Pittsburgh, Pa.) are 9th
Division men.
NONE AT FITZSIMMONS
Fitzsimmons General Hospital,
Denver, Colo., have no 9th Div.
patients.
NONE AT BROOKE
Brooke GeneTal· Hospital, Fort
Sam Houston, Tex., advise they
have no patients who are 9th Div.
men.
,
ONE AT BATTLE CREEK
Percy Jones General Hospital,
Battle Creek,Mich., write they
have one formel' 9th Division man.
He is Earl H. Macal, 1st Sgt.,
ASN 16005943, Box 264, Prairie
DuChien, Wisconsin.
3 AT McCORNACK
McCornack General Hospital,
Pasadena 2, Calif., has three patients who are former 9th Division men. They are: S-Sgt. Odis
Ladd, 126 Valaria St., Fresno,
Calif.; Cp!. Daniel J. Pagley, Jr.,
14207 Hortense Way, Sherman
Oaks, Calif., and Cpl. Paul T.
Ward, 613 Third St., Hermosa
Beach, Calif.
NONE IN LETTERMAN
.
Lette,rma.l~. Gene.ral HospItal,
San FlancIs~o,. Cahf., state they
!1alve~1~ patIents who are former
9t 1 DIv~sJOn men.
Philadelphia in July

COU RTN EY COMES
OUT OF HIS SHELL

Lawrence L. Courtney, Jr.,
10539 ~rochet St., Roscoe 3,
Calif., finally admits he's been
lazier than all-get-out or he would
have written before.
Courtney was a Tech Sgt. in the
60th and was pretty well known,
having served with Co. L,3rd Bn.,
Hdqtrs. Co. aI).d the Pioneer PIt.
MASTER PLUMBER
SGT. SPRANKEL "KICKS IN"
Since returning to the states in
Mr. Anonvmous found a new .July, 1945, Lawrence has picked
group of fdends in the Colum- up where he left off at his old
bus Chapter last week and hit the trade of plumbing and is now a
jackpot for his Gold Star Moth- shop foreman, but intends to take
ers and Dads Fund as well. The a Master Plumber's examination
Ohio boys were touched by the very soon.
g-erierosity of Glenn and Mabel BUYING HOUSE, TABOO
Moore, decided to reciprocate by
Courtney says an ex-GI has to
tossing together a kitty for the make $100 a week to keep up payGold Star Mothers. Not to be out~ ments on a house and says a $10,done, Sg't. Arthur W. Sprankel, 000 home over a period of 20
-Columbus Army recruiting serv- years will cost the ex-GI $20,000,
ice officer, while not a Ninth man, what, with calTying charges, ininsisted that his dollar be in- surance, upkeep and other incicluded. The Sarge had atready dentals. And Courtney says they
outdone himself in generosity by are being put up with green lumfurnishing" a movie projector and ber and when it shrinks the plasfilms for the night's entertain- ter hegins to crumble. He says he
ment. Such sentiment is rare in- should know because that's his
deed these days and the Sergeant work; he even admits all the
well deserved the hearty round of plumbing he's putting in these.
thanks he rec~ived.
places are of inferior material.
UNION MAN
BUMGARNER UNCHANGED A Courtney
says he's' a unil,n man
Your secretary has it on good at heart and carries a card, but
authority that civilian life has not some of the Union eel'S are making
altered the talents of Otis Bum- a racket of the movement in slowgarner, late of Co. C, 47th, in the
down operations. Says he has
slightest. When last heard from ing
to fire on an average of two or
"Bummy" held the record, around three
a week-but regardless of
his Richwood, Ohio, home, in some vices
practiced by a part of
"coon" hunting with 30 of the the Unioneers,
Courtney says the
little critters dead or accounted real culprits who
buying a
for. Not quite the same type of home on the partmake
ex-GIs al"night hunting" Ninth men used most prohibitive is of
the' question.
to do but not too bad at that.
able tactics of the chiseling
brokers.
PRESIDENT ILL
As this is being written the PAGINGCO.L, 60TH MEN
President of the Ohio Chapter has
Lawrence writes:
just been brought home from a
A while back I saw. an article
local hospital after undergoing a in The Octofoil written by former
minor operation. Bulletins issued Tech. Sgt. Walter Pasch. Later
by Mabel indicate he'll be up and he sent in a photo showin,g my forat 'em in about one more week. mer platoon sergeant, Joe Burton.
DAVID BORING, Secy. .
I would like to hear from s/)me
Philadelphia in July
of the old boys from 1st PIt., Co.
L, 60th, especiallySAFETY FIRST!
Joe Burton, Bob Ruckle, Clar"And fer what -is that loafer,
Schroeder, in the hospital again?" ence Rhine, Leo Termin,' Pino,
Paul Miller, Moose Miller, Lt.
demanded the Irish foreman. "It'~ Rapazine,
Capt. Gatto, Lt. Anderdrunk agin he was, I'm thinkin'." son and the lieutenant from 2nd
"Positively not, sir," Schoeder's PIt.; some of the boys from the
friend came to the rescue; "'tis heavy weapons platoon. Just any
a slight miscalculation Schi'oeder of the boys from L Co. I knew
must have been makin'. He comes most them as I was around quite
down the .ladder just as careful as a long time.
Let's write to The Oetofoil, yon
you please, about five minutes aft- fellows.
One of these days I'm
er some scurvy blackguard took gonna make a Reunion. 'Vrite me
the ladder awa~; !"-Exchange.
-write The Octofoih

MEMBERS PRESENT ••• MAY 15TH DATE SET FOR THE
SPRING DANCE-COMMITTEE WORKING HARD.

The twelfth meeting of the
New York Chapter was held Friday night at 8 p. m., at the Hotel Times Square, 43d St. and 8th
Ave. The meeting was called to
order by {)ur vice president, James
Bruno; George Grossman, secretary, was recorder of the minutes.
SHORT MEETING
The
business
m(\eting was
short, Marvin Etra, treasurer,
submitted his report and we are
pleased to announce that at this
time we are a little above
water.
400 "FALL OUT"
The first 1948 meeting opened
with a bang, with an attendance
of between 350 and 400 members.
Pians were discussed for the coming Spring dance which will be
held May 15, 1948, at the Hotel
Roosevelt.
The J{)urnal and Dance Committee report that their progress
is very satisfactory. The Journal
Committee has as chairman, Ernie
Seigle, assisted by Ken Chaplin,
Eugene Magidson, Irving Feinberg and S. Andriello. Contracts
for ads are available by contacting our Chapter at our P. O.Box
1168, Grand Central Station,
New York, N. Y.
~he Dance Commit!ee ha~ as
chaIrman, John Waschm, assl.sted
by Stan Cohen, Doc Sternllcht,
Henry J .. Caldoro, John Hayes,
Jordan BIerman an~ Les Ronay.
All arrange~ents fo l' the ~and
and entertau:ment are. bel n g
made. .The Tlck~t COmlnlttee ~as
as chaIr!l1an, MIke Gatto, assI.sted by MIck Orlando, Getzy SchIff,
Al ~ruchac and James BrUl:o.
TIckets for the dance WIll be
available at the coming February
meeting
SHOW FILMS
Be'eI' and refreshments were
served at this meeting. Combat
films of the Ninth in action in
Africa, Normandy and through
II

liTHE BARBER

Germany were shown at this
meeting'. Arrangements are being
made to .have other combat films
shown at each of our meetings.
CAMDEN LAD ATTENDS
Many of our Chapter members
come from various. sections of
New York City and vicinity to attend our monthly meeting. Herb
Blaker came in from Camden,
N. J., and wishes it to be known
that he is alive and in circulation.
OPEN TO ALL EX-9THERS
Our Chapter is open to all Association members and ex-Division
men in our vicinity and they are
more than welcome to attend our
futur-e meetings' and participate in
our activities.
FEB. 27 NEXT MEETING
Our next meeting will be Friday night, February 27, at 8 :00
p. m., Hotel Times Square, 43rd
St. and 8th Ave., New York City.
We will meet every fourth Friday
in each month at this hotel.
PAY DUES BEFORE MARCH t
In accordance with the National Association's policy, the mailing
list will be revised and only paidup members will receive The OctofoH, starting March 1, 1948.
Pay your dues and keep receiving The Oetofoil. Remember, your
local chapter retains One Dollar
($1.00) of your dues for expenses, if you pay through it.
RESERVE ROOMS
Many {)f our members have already written for their room resservation for the coming convention. Be smart, write for yours
and assure your accommodations
early. Write to Room Reservation Dept., Ben Franklin Hotel,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Convention....Jul y 29-30-31, 1948
.•. See you there!
GEORGE H. GROSSMAN,
Secretary.

AND HIS BUDDIES

M. 'Davide Wiener, 37 W. 39th St., New York City, sends The
Octofoil the above picture of Johnny TraveIlse, better known to
his friends as "The Barber." "The Barber's" Ninth Division buddies, all from the 47th Regt., are, reading left to right: Louis Donas,
Hdq.; George Ganar, Co. F; Johnny Travellse, Co. E; Dotty "E";
Francis Fransiole, Hdq.; Frank Bonoto, Co. F; Louis Lepre, Hdq.;
Joe Von-Achen, Co. E. Taken in Union City, N. J., July 16, 1945.

E' CO., 47th Regt. to
Have Own Set-Up

The above picture oE "The
Barber,"
Dotty
and
little
Frances might well be titled
"Afterward," according to M.
Davide Wiener, who alao .ent in
tbi. one.

M. Davide Wiener, 37 W. 39th
St., New York 18, N. Y., writes
The Octofoil to the effect that
several former members of E Co.,
47th, have decided to join together as an individual and distinct
club, for the mutual exchange of
information, ideals and fellowship.
As yet the group have not picked a name for the club, but complete secretarial service has been
established whereby any person
desiring the address of a former
E Co., 47th man can obtain such
by writing to M. Davide Wiener,
255 West End Ave., New York,
N. Y.
There are no dues connected
wIth this volunteer organization,
and Wiener asks that all former
E Co., 47th men who read this notice and whose names and addresses he does not already have,
that they send them to him immediately.
'
Wiener feels the personal contacts will not only be of mutual
benefit to the boys themselves but
their club can be of invaluable aid
to the national organization.
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PITTSBVRGHERS PLANNING
GONNA MAKE
THINGS IIPOP
FOR iI. LADIES' AllXILIARY
WILLIAM J. HILTON, 87 MAPLEWOOD AVE., PITTSBURGH
S, PA., MOST COOPERATIVE WITH CHAPTERS THAT
ARE LOCATED IN OTHER SECTIONS.
Having loaned TheOctofoil the
beautiful color pictures made at
the Columbus Reunion banquet,
William J. Hilton, Secretary of
the Gre-ater Pittsburgh Chapter,
graciously offers the use ()f his
films for use again. The showing
of these pictures should be a must
at the Philadelphi.a Reunion.
WOMEN SIT IN
Hilton reports:
At our regular Friday meeting
on February 20, 1948, we are inviting the women to sit in with
us and find out what we have decided about forming a Ladies'
Auxiliary. We have definitely decided to form the Auxiliary, providing the girls are for the idea,

and from all I'eports they are all
for the idea. Now all we have to
do is get together.
MOVIES REGULAR
Last month we set aside the
regular Friday meeting as the
night on which we would have a
regular showing of movies to the
members.
. The Se'cond Annual Reunion
parade Technicolor films made by,
Walter Mahon, Chicago, will be
shown at this time to both the
men and women.
Pittsburgh will be well represented at the Reuniop in Philadelphia.
Don't forget that date'-Friday,
February 20.

NEW ENGLAND GROUP DAVE
A PAPER ALL THEIR OWN
PRESIDENT CONNELLY APPEALS TO MEMBERS LOCATED
.IN NEIGHBORING TOWNS TO BECOME ACT~VE IN AS~
SOCIATION AFFAI RS.
Vietor A. Campisi, 98 F'almouth
Rd., West Newton,. Mass., director of publicity for the New England Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division, sends The Octofoil a
copy of the Chapter's new publication, te~J3~a~1r-oC;N~d
Q UESTION-ANSWER DEPT.
The first page of the new publication is filled with most interesting questions and answers from
the members.
CONNELLY SOUNDS-OFF
The next page is a well-written
and well-thought articl-e by President Martin D. Connelly, P. O.
Box 892, Boston, Mass.
President Connelly states that
the future of the National Association depends on the militancy
()f the local chapters and he proposes units in all Massachusetts
communities having former Ninth
men as residents.
Any former Ninth men reading
'<
this and living in the Massachu~setts area -should certainly drop a
card to Pl,esidentConnelly.He is
deserving of unstinted cooperation in this magnificent fight he is
waging for a bigg€r and - better
Ninth Infantry Division Association.
McLAUGHLIN'S IDEA
The paper was. suggested by
John McLaughlin and the enthusiasm being shown· in behalf of the

paper assures its continued success. Many new faces at the last
meeting were attributed to Me's
brain child.
PAY DUES THRU CHAPTER
After President Connelly explained the breakdown in the dues
a general diSCUSSIon followed and
it was resolved
.
d
The New Englan
Chapter
urges all Association members and
non-members who are eligible to
join, to pay their 1948 dues
thl'ough their local chapter so
that the local organization may
benefit financially and the individual benefit through increased
activities of the Chapter as a direet result of increased finances.
BANQUET AND ELECTION
A committee of foul' was named
as the Chapter voted to make an
early start in preparation for its
gala annual banquet and election
of officers to be held on April 19,
at al9c~1 hotel. Committee mem'berS'·are':·1James"E;' -Flanagan, Simon Garber, Sylvester M. Byrne,
and Henry H. Handelman.
WAR DEAD
A warm, and sincel'e letter of
appreciation from next-of-kin was
received by the Chapter,ftoin Mr.
andMrs.E. A. Young and family,
of 1 Shenandoah St., Dorchester,
Mass.
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Francis H. Wolman, 74 Hillside
Ave., Edwardsville, Pa., is still
"shaking the bushes" for Some of
his old 899th T. D. gang-and as
evidenced in the article following Wolman's letter, it looks like
his efforts will get I'esults. Writes
Wolman this month:
Dear Sir: Again I'm sending- an
SOS for the 899th T. D. Bn. True
to my word, I'm not going to give
up very easy.
Last week I had a bit of en:'
coutagement when I saw an article from Buddy Quinn, one former
T. D. man. It might take some
time but I'll· make things pop or
know the reason why.
WILKES-BARRE CHAPTER
Say, gang-what say about a
Wilkes-Barre Chapter of the Association? I don't know how many
members or eligibles there are in
the area, but let's get something
cooked up. It may not be big but
we can make it worthwhile.
Anyone offering suggestions or
having ideas can write to me and
we'll work something out.
JOHNNY DWYER MISSING?
By the way, wh~re's Johnny
Dwyer. He used to be quite a
writer, so he told me, or was that
baloney? Let's go Johnny and fire
away with some contribution. It's
for the old 899th.
LAUTENBERGER ALIVE
Had a card from former First
Sgt. Bill Lautenbel'ger, so I know
he's in circulation.
Sound-off,
Bill.
What's wrong with you guys?
The women can't possibly keep
you that busy. If they are in your
way malTY them and get it over
with. That's my personal fOl'lnulao I followed it out; not bad
either.
EXPECTING A DRINK
How's Pop Stl'awman?
Still
keeping the glasses dry? I'm still
counting on collecting that free
drink out Pmirie duChien ,vay.
GOOD ONE ON "POP"
As all former T. D.'s knowhe used to be quite a collector.
Don't mistak-e him with a looter.
Pop was a pro. The doggies did.n't
like the idea of him always bemg
first and picking up the best. One
day after we o1tered an area Pop
was on the loose, artillery or nothing could stop him. Right off the
bat he happened on the family
jewel box' and yelled "Look what
"r got." He took off the lid and
that just about knocked him over;
what an odor. It seems some soldier' couldn't find the bathroom. It
took cal'e of Strawman's collecting for a while.
Let's go T. Do's. Sound off for
the old 899th!
FRANCIS lI. WOLMAN.

Dick FuUer Tired
CHICAGO ARRflNGING FOR
of Being Needled
SMOKER AT MARCH MEETING

.

'

MAHON VISITS FORMER CAPT. 'ANDY' ANDERSON-AND
THE GOOD WIFE THOUGHT WALT LOOKED HUNGRY
SO THEY WINED AND DINED THE LAD.

1

*
(Combined
News Letters
John J. Clouser and
Walter Mahon)

from

l T. GEN. EDDY TO SPEAK
AT ILLINOIS MEETING

lar meet:ings are held the second
Friday of each month at the same
place.

C. J. Partridge, 1005 First Ave.,
Sterling, Ill., a former 60th man
Lt. Gen. Manton S. Eddy, pop- of World War I days wants to join
ular fonner 9th Div. commander, the Illinois Chapter.
will be the speaker of the evening
Illinois Chaptel' bas the enat the banqnet of the Illinois tireThe
list of Illinois memChapter State Meeting. The gen- bers mailing
and they 'are circularized at
eral's address ,vill be the highlight
intervals regarding meetings and
of the evening.
The Annual State Meeting of other lUatters, which are an expense to the Illinois Chapter. This
the Illinois Chapter will be held in was
the purpose of the $1 for local
the Gold Room of the Congress
Hotel, 521 S. Michigan Ave., Chi- chapters. However, a survey incago, Ill.,on Saturday, 3 ApI'il, dicates about one-third of the
1948. The business me'eting will Illinois members sent in their
start at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. 1948 dues to national headquarSome important matters will be ters before machinery was set up
decided at this meeting, which will in Illinois for the acceptance of
include changes in and additions the dues. This matter will have to
to the By-Laws, and election of be adjusted· at the forthcoming
officers for the coming year. At state IYieeting.
'7 o'clock in the evening there will PURELY PE-RSONAL •••
By Walt· Mahon
be a dinner followed by a dance.
Watch the next issue of The
I have jast returned from a
Octofoil for full details.·
week-end visit with Burton W.
Anderson, now of 726 Colonial
Drive, Rockford, Ill. He will pe
AN OPEN INVITATION
rememhered as Captain "Andy"
FROM JLLlNOIS CHAPTER
Anderson of Charley, 47th. Had
Members of the Illinois Chap"' a fine Unie reviewing old times
tel' extend an invitation to all for- and looking over the roster of the
mer Ninth Division men in the company" as well as many interMidwest area and from all over estingpictures.
Andy hllS improv~d his position
the country to attend the banquet
in life by acquiring a wife. They
and dance on April 3, 1948.
Read The Octofoil, or write to have a 2-year-old g-irl who wa~ my
the Illinois Chapter 9th Infantry dat-e for the week·end. I dIdn't
Divi$ion Association, P. O. Box know I looked starved, but Mrs.
850, Chicago 90, Ill.
Andy must have thought so, with
the tremendous meals and freThe next regular meeting of quency with which she served
the Chicago Group, IIIin~s Chap- them.
ter, will be held March 12, 1948,
Any former 9th man who is in
at 8:30 P. M. at the Moose Tem- Rockford and doesn't drop in will
ple, 1016 N. Dearborn St. Re~u- certainly Iniss a treat.

I

Under date of 9 Feb. 48, The
Octofoil l'eceived the following
letter from Richard L. Fuller,
1938 Edes Ave., C~icago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Bel n g
needled
twice is enough for me. I've decided that perhaps if I write it
may help to get a lot of the old
899th men to sound off.
It looks o'ood to see 899th T.D.
Bn. in print again. Don't tell me
some of you birds wouldn't like to
be back and see the old gang
again? I know I would. Right now
I'd like to know what they are
doing. I, for one (formerly a
medic), am a married man (Sept.
3, 1947), and am engaged in the
motion picture business.
I sure hope some of you characters write in and give us the lowdown.
DICK FULLER.
Philadelphia in July

GREATER DETROIT CHAPTERIS EFFORTS
RESULT IN UNBELIEVEABLE SUCCESS--SOO ATTEND BOYSI FIRST GET-TOGETHER
EVERY MEMBER OWES IT TO HIMSELF TO READ THIS ALLINSPIRING REPORT ON THE HAPPY REUNIONS THAT
TOOK PLACE IN AMERICA'S MOTOR CAPITAL.
The Greater Detroit Chapter at the'" same place, 704 E. Jefferrepol'ts that their first reunion of son St., in doOwntown Detroit. ,
Michigan members was a great
Those snapshots most all of us
success. Several members came have carefully treasured are to be
more than 100 miles to see those brought along and shared after a
combat films of our own Ninth Di- brief business meeting.
vision. There were many who OFFICERS SURPRISED
brought their wives or girl friends
The officel's and the Entertainand their parents, and even their ment Committee and the several
own little families.
other members who worked with
EVERYONE AT HOME
them were more than surprised by
Everyone felt right at home- the unusually large number who
hearing one' of those little fami- just came. A sunny, pleasant day
lies speak. up, amid the sounds enabled many to drive to the Reand sights of those eventful union from distant cities.
months from Africa to the end of TOO CROWDED
our difficult journeys.
About 1'00 of the 500 persons
GOLD STAR MOTHERS
present were not able to fully apA number of Gold Star Moth-. preciate the scenes that we could
ers were the honored guests at only mention in our letters home,
the Reunion. One or two of them and that we could not fully de~
were fortunate enough to llleet, scribe after getting into our
among' the Michigan veterans who "civvies" again. The Reunion for
attended the Reunion, someone Michigan members next year will
who knew of their son. It is to be held in a much larger place.
be hoped that many more Gold PASS OUT OCTOFOILS
S~ar Mo.t~e!·s and wives of our
The
secretary-treasurer,
Joe
Nmth DIVISIon heroes may. be as Casey, 8621 Colfax, Detroit 4,
fortunate, on a larger, scale, a.t the 'Mich., passed out extra copies of
annual l'eunion in PhIladelphIa on The Octofoil to a number of vetJuly 29-30-31.
erans of the Ninth who read about
Every Gold Star Mother may the Reunion in the newspapers,
not be able to chat with a buddy and learned for the first time
who was in the same small unit about our Division Association.
with her own son, but the comCasey has been collecting those
radeship and the feeling that 1948 dues and th'l. initiation fe'es
united all the men of our Division of the new members who have
may well be extended to the fami- been broug'ht to the meetings, and
lies of men who were in the next keeping us informed as to' the
company, or in any of the units of progress of the newly formed
our Division.
Chapter.
SOME LEAVE EARLY
OFFICERS "ON THE BEAM"
Many left immediately after the
Harold Perry, the president of
showing of the films without shar- Greater Detroit Chapter, and
ing in the refreshments and the Barney Tobacco, the vice-presipleasant hour or so of renewing dent, have been doing a very fine
old friendships that followed. But job, along with the help of sevthos·e little families at home, wait- eral other very active members.
ing for that "chow call," were REMEMBER THE DATE
more important now to many of
You Michigan men note the
the veterans.
time of the meeting next month,
NEXT MEETING MARCH 14
and bring those snapshots with
It· is hoped many of them can you. One grand Reunion deserves
come to the next meeting, Sunday another-the second Sunday of
afternoon, March 14, at 2 p. m. every month!

LET US ALL Shuffle Off to
" Ruffolo FOR A BIG TIME
WESTERN NEW YORKERS CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BE IN
BUFFALO AT 8:15 P. M., TUESDAY, MARCH 2, AT THE
174TH INF. NATL. GUARD ARMORY.
Frank E. Heikkila, 50 Knowlton
Ave" Kenmor-e 17, N. Y., sends
The Octofoil a most important notice for publication.
Many Octofoil readers in the
months that are past, have sent
in letters bemoaning the fact no
active 9th Inf Div. Assn. Chapter was functioning in that
neck of the woods. Now's the time
for all good men in the area to
move up "front and center" and
help Heikkila and his untiring
committee put this meeting over
with a "bang."
Frank's notice to The Octofoil
reads:
There will b-e a meeting of all
former members of the Ninth Infantry Division
and
attached
units who now reside in Western
New York, at 8 :15 P. M. on Tuesday, March 2, 1948, at the 174th

Infantry National Gual'd Armory,
Niagara 'and Connecticut Streets,
Buffalo, N. Y.
THE COMMITTEE
The committee in charge will be
as follows:
Hem'y J. Golabi·echi, 265 Cambridge Ave., Buffalo 15, N. Y.
Phone: lIU. 4766.
Edwin J. Schel'er, 112 Winslow
Ave., Buffalo 8, N. Y. Phone: GA.
8196.
Frank E. Heikkila, 50 anowlton Ave., Kenmore 17, N. Y.
Phone: DE. 1334.
Notices are being mailed out
but if anyone is overlooked that
does not indicate they will not be
just as welcorne.
Come one-come all!

Drobnicki Is Looking
Octofoil Will
Move Office For Georgia Cracker

BEEN GONE A SPELL
Old Sam Russell, many years
ago, did a little law work and
justice-of-the-peace-ing in a very
small nearby town. He was a reticent man, saying little but observing much. One day a sales.lady breezed into the front room
·of.his house, which served as an
office,' and inquired if his wife was
home.
"No; she ain't home," the Justice said.
"Do you mind if I wait?" the
visitor asked.
"Nope, have a chair."
There follow€d a full hour of
\vaiting. Then the woman asked,
"Where is your wife?"
"She went out to the cemetery."
"How long do you think she'll
be gone?"
"'VeIl, I don't know," said the
Justice d€liberately, "but she's
been out there 11 J'ears now."Rotarian.

The Octofoil went to press a
few days earlier this issue, although it may not have gone into
the mails any earlier. The reason
for this was, the printing plant
where the typ-e is set Wa1> moving
its equipment to a new location,
whel'e floor space will be more
than double present quarters. The
new location is 218 S. Grant Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio.
Quite a few news items were received afterthe pages were closed
and ordinarily the items would
have been received in time for
publicatio'n. The Octofoil hopes
any member whose items were
omitted this issue will understand and be patient.
Present offices will be kept
open with limited operations at
both locations until March 1. After that date all correspondence
should be sent to "The Octofoil,
218 S. Grant Ave., Columbus, 0."
The change in address will be
printed on the masthead in the
next issue.

Kazmer Drobnicki, 14210 Sey~
mour Ave., Detroit 5, Mir;h.,
writes:
"How can I get in touch ,":th
a ,man that used to be in my cOmpany and platoon? His name ",~s
RQY Carter, from Co. I,60th Inf.,
and his home was in Alma, Ga.
(He is not listed as a member on
Association files; if anyone can
furnish Kazmer with the· desi1ed
information, please write him.)
"He was my BAR Ammo Carrier, then my squad leader. I
would like to contact him because
he' had been hospitalized with me.
I was hospitalized and marked
L. A. All last summer I had been
under a doctor's care. My records
have been discarded and lost and
I am trying to make service connection, but I must locate sOh\e of
the men I was hospitalized with.
If you can help me locate those
men, I would appreciate you
doing so."
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THESE ARE THE GUYS WHO CARRY ON, ON and ON

... -------------------:----------------------

NEWSY NOTES FROM FAR AND NEAR--THEY'RE THE 9TH DIVISION ASSN.'S
"BUSY BEES."

Ed Jankc.wski, 419 Hoyt St.,
Michiean City, Ind., formerly of
3rd Bn., Hq. Co., 60th, says he
bas been hearing from some of
the hoys from his old outfit hut
would also like very much to heal"
SHORT LETTERS FILLED WITH HUMOR, HEART THROBS from Russ Snelling, 1118 Panh",nAND SERIOUS TKOUGHTS, PRESENTED AS ONLY A die St., Denton, Tex.

FORMER

NINTH DIVISION MAN CAN.

c. J. Restall, Jr., ex-nledic of 2nd Bn., 60th Inf., writes
he had a nice visit with Aubry Phillips, formerly of Co. F,
60th Inf., in Birminghanl. Restall's address is now 88 N.
Willett St., :Memphis, Tenn.
Capt. David D.' Silberberg, CIC
Bd., CIC Centra, Camp Holabird,
Baltimore, Md., wishes to say
hello to all his buddies and acquaintances formerly with Di..ision Hdqtrs., and particularly
among the "Raiders."
Everett W. Clark of 5565
Wells St., St. Louis, Mo, hopes to
see some of his buddies' nam-es
·1 E
mentioned in The OctOfOI.
vereH was formerly with Hdqtrs.

COHa;~ :'nV~~~~an, of

833 E.
52nd St., Chicaeo 10, Ill.,
aak. for publication 'of the following ~xcerpt from .a recent
letter: "Last month the .picture
of Phil Glaser, killed in action, waa printed in The Octofoil. He 'was with Cc.. H, 39th.
Mrs. Honey Glaser is desirous
of seekine any information relative to hi. death. If memo~y
serves correctly Glaser waa
killed on the 27th of Decemher,
1944, durine the Bulge. Any
·
I ig h t you may focus on t h •
15 mc::ident will he greatly appreciated. Hia' remains arrived in
Chicago recently. Mrs. Glaser's
address is as follows: Mrs.
Honey Glaser, 3540 W. DC"..lglas
Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
,
Wilton M. Taylor, Box 446,
Taft, Calif., is Tequesting the address of Corey Connor of the 47th.
Wilton and Corey were in a hospital together in England. Corey
was a Pfc. with the 47th in Winchester, England, and cam-e from
GE.-orgia.
John S. Orlick, fc.rmer Detroit,
Mich., golf professional, now living at 486 California St., San
Francisco, Calif., is now Pacific
Coast Sales Manager for the Todd
Shipyards ._ Corp., and in June
'Whil~ on a two W1':eks' ...acation,
intends' to "evisit some of the old
spots in England and France. He
wants to retrace the route of Co.
C, 2nd Bn., from St. Marie .DuMont to Cherbour} and back to
St•. Lo. If there is anyone who
wishes John to le.ok up old friends
or family in Engand and France
he'll be glad to do ao, if you will
forward their addresses to him.
He intend. to fly direct to Paris,
then ...isit Normandy, Compieg,ne,
and fly over to Wincheater, and
London, then 'bade to New Yu·k.
Raymond C. Strows, 1619 W.
Mitchell St., Milwaukee 4, Wisc.,
sends a list of names for which
he desires the addresses.
Mr.·
Strows is the brother of the late
1st Sgt. Walter G. Strows, who
was a member of D Co., 39th, 9th
Div., from its very beginning in
1941, up to the time of his death
due to enemy actioll on 11 Aug.
1943, near Randazzo, Sicily. The
list of names whose addresses are
sought follows: Robert J. Watson,
Capt., CO; William S. Terrell, 2nd
Lt.; Roy T. Norman, 1st IJt.;
Thomas L. Kirkpatrick, 1st Lt.;
Warren W. Wooden, 2nd Lt.;
William C. Hillis,. 1st Sgt.; Harvey E. Williams, S-Sgt.; Pearl R.
Clodfelter, S-Sgt.; Charles Dean,
Sgt.; \Villiam J. Knight, Sgt.;
Frederick E. Kubat, Sgt.; John P.
Madigan, Sgt.; Van W. Martin,
Sgt.; Joseph, Ratynski, Raymond
L. Akers, Ralph Bailey, Mike
Buckowski, Stephen O. Dougherty, Orian E. Foster, Harold \V.
Trerice, Denzil C. Tatterson,
'Fred E. Teutsch, Floridis G.
Gregory, 1st Lt. Med.· Corps, and
Phipps H. Tilden, 1st Lt., Med.
Corps.
_
John R. Bell, 112 N. RCiwe St.,
Pryor, Okla., would like to hear
from "L" Co., 47th men. Especially Herman H. Hardin!t and
'others of the Ohlenbergh incident.
James T. Jeffries. 508 De1lluark
St., Louisville 8, Ky., would like
to hear from some of the men who
-were in CBtry., 34th F.A.
Joseph Lawson, 246 Orwigs'burg St., Tamaqua, Pa., wc.uld
like to hear from his old buddies
from the 60th. Joe is the proud
father of a girl named Lorraine,
. who arrived in October 28, 1947,
making a Full House, three boys
and two girls.
Tuba Play-er Al (Pannie) Panfiland Harry "Swede" Sondermark, who played the piccalo,
were constant companions in, out
and around Fort Bragg, as well.as
over in the ETO. They did just

about everything together-so it
was no ,wonder when their wiv-es,
Gen-evieve Panfil, in Milwaukee,
and lola Sondermark, in Detroit,
both presented them with 7 lb.
13 3-4 oz. and 7 lb. 8 oz. boys.
respectively con August 1, 1947!
The "bundle'S from Heaven" were
named Tommy Panfil, and Merlyn
"LittleSwed-e" Sondermark. Lettel' with this information signed
by Alexis E. Panfil, 1825S. 18th
St., Milwaukee 4, Wis.
Howard Fitzpatrick, 103 Monticello St., ScSmenet, Ky., would
like to hear from some of his former buddies of Hdq. Co. and 2nd
Bn.;47th, Anti-Tank Pit.
Ernest R. Veltfort, 41 W oodland Way, Manhasset, N. Y.,
writes he is attending Hepstra
College and is enjoying married
life on the side. He would like to
hear from some of his former
buddies in the 39th Medics, especially Mel Wheeler, Gordon Matmie and Claude' Sims. He would
also like very much to hear from
SQme of the others whose names
he cannot recall. He is going to
do his best to attend the Reunion
in Philly.
David E. Warn, T-4. 709th Ord.
Co., 126 Chednut, Helena, Mont.,
would like to hear from some of
the men, especially McCurdy,
Gossett, Lubinski, Youngwirth and
Biallies, for sure!
Lee Grimwood, Sedgwick, Kansas, writes he would like to hear
from some of his buddies from
Fox Co. or from Hdqtrs. Co. of
the 47th. Lee was in an automobile accident recently and is just
out of the hospital. He will be
returning to Kansas State Colleg~
to carryon his studies in electrical engineering. He hopes to see
everyone at the Reunion in Philly.
A fishing or hunting invitation
is extended .to any of the memhers who happen to be out in Idaho in the Challis area, the home
of Jay G. Garner. He is the county agent for the Idahc Extension
Ser.-ice. He wonders if some of
the old gang would he interested
to know that ex-Capt.· Frank
(Preacher) Petty is in California.
His address is F. E. Petty, 120 N.
Avon, Burbank, Calif.
An. interesting letter was rcceiv-ed from Mrs. Charles W.
Johnson, wife of Charles "Hoss"
JQhnson, 408 Sunburst Highway,
Cambridge, Md. Charlie was for-'
merly with the 15th Engrs. He
doesn't talk much about the war,
so Mrs. Johnson has become a devout reader of The Octofoil, and
especially enjoys the poetry. ·Mrs.
Johnson would like to send a subscription to The Octofoil to a family whos'e ~on lost his life in action.
Lester Campen, Rto(' 2, Box 24,
Roanoke, Ill., writes-singing the
praises of The Octofoil: "Sure
would hate to miss getting a copy
of it. Often wonder what happened to all of the old gang. I
used to help my father farm hefore I went into the Army. But
now am a plumber's helper, and
also own a third interest in a
grain and livestock trucking business." Lester was awarded the
Bronze Star.
From a couple of old-timers:
"Dear Goons: Sure ,;'ould like
to know what happened to you
guys. Have you lost your pencils
and can't write anything in the
Division news. All your lett-ers of
humor and present addresses
would be appreciated by The' OctofoH and by the members of the
Goons. So how about the pencil
or pen set. Frank and I sure
WQuid like to hear from some of
vou fellows as we have talked
plenty of times about when the
boys were all togethel·-so let's
hear from you.
"We are pretty strong here at
Fort Monmouth. Quite a few o-f
the former members of the Di'\;sion Signal Corps are stationed
in this area. Gentlemen. we sure
hope to see all of you at the Philly
Reunion this summer." Signed by
Clifford E. Peyton and Frank T.
Samole.•• '. T-4 F. T. Samole, Instructor Co., No.II~Fort Monmouth, N. J.

* * *

HElP THIS GOLD STAR
MOTHER, IF YOU CAN . . .
"Through the kindness of Mr.
John Murphy, UpperDarb~;, Pa.,
I heard of the monthly pap-er
called TheOctofoil. I'm interested in receiving a subscription
~o this paper. Being a Gold Star
mother, I am still anxious to know
how our boy met his death. He
was killed in ~ction around HovE.-n,
Germany, Dec. 12, 1944. His
mailing address was as follows ~
Sgt. Gino F Grazi,33831500, Co,
e, 60th Inf., APO 9.
"I would like to hear from some
of the boys that would remember.
Also, at the corning Reunion that
is to be held in Philadelphia this
c-oming July, I would like to extend my invitation to any of the
boys who come to Valley Forge, to
stop in and. see us. Thank )'ou.
Sincerely-A. Orazi, Route 1,
Wa:ne, Pa"

* *

*'

Richard W. Sims, 5309 Abhott,
South Minneapolis 10. Minn.,
wculd like to know the whereabouts of some of his huddies. He
is particularly interested in knewing .the whereahouts of 2nd Lt.
Jones, lst Pit. Leader, Co. K,
60th. Dick came out of the war
with leg wounds which recently
resulted in the loss of one leg.
FAITH 'N' BEGORRATHEY NAMED HER "PAT"
Mr. and Mrs. John Reilly are
the parents of a new daughter,
Patricia Ann, who arrived Jan.
14, 1948, and weighed 7 lbs. 13
ozs. JQhn is ex-pfc. Co. B, 47th.
The R-eillys' address is 30-37
Walk. J ackwn Heights, Long
Island, N Y.
Glenn F. Elliott, 3612 Randolph, Lincoln, Nebr., writes that
he sees very few members of the
old Ninth since hec<,:ning a ci~iI
ian. John Cattle, on~~ time S-3 of
the 84th Field, is ahout the only
one he sees often. John lives in
Seward, Nebr., ahout 30 miles
rre.m Lincoln. Both belong to the
Reserve Officers' Association· in
Lincoln. He was in Chicago' laat
sprint and run. on to several old
members of the Ninth. Lt. Col.
Otto Kerner for one. Glenn is
with the International 'Harvester
Co.. in the. capacity of a territorial manal'er. Both John and
Glenn plan to attend the Reunion inPhilly July 29-30-31.
LOOKING FOR BUDDIES
"I was with the Ninth Div. from
September, 1942, until July 4,
1945, . when we high-point men
were shipped out and on our way
home, which we didn't make until
October. Was a member. of th-e
60th F. A. Medics until' the last
days in Sicily when I was transferred to Div. Arty. Was on D. S.
with the 84th F.A. Medics for almost three months, while a member of the 60th F. A. Would lik-e
tQ hear from some of my buddi-es
in these outfits." Signed Ernest
Iron, 3608 5th Ave., No., Great
Falls, Mont.
WANT A BEER?
Sam R. Cordora, 502 Susquehanna' Ave., West Pittston, p'a.,
became the proud father of his
first child, a hoy named Leonard,
horn on Jan. 17. Sam was discharged in 1947 from Tilton General Hospital, New Jersey, gCil
married and went into the Beer
Distributing Business. If any of
the Ninth boys get around to his
place drop in for a few beers.
Ern-est 1. Shanko, 1414 Willis
St., Richmond ?,4, Va., writes in
requesting membership card 2636
(which he can't have because it
has already been issued), but
5636 ~ being reserved for him.
Tingley says he's sorry he can't
oblige. It se-erhs 2636· are the last
four numbers of Ernie's Eerial
number. He has happy memories
of his service davs,' and is a
staunch member and reader of
"The Octofoil."
Marion O. Brooks, 421 S.
Jones Ave., ext., Rock Hill, S. C.,
formerly S-4, 1st Bn., 39th, would
like to have some letters from former friends of that outfit.
Mrs. H. W. West, under date of
Jan. 17, writes, asking- that her
husband's copy of The Octofoil b-e
mailed to his overseas address:
Hq. 720 MP Bn., APO 201, care
Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. West is leaving shortly to
join him in Japan and leaves no
one in the states to forward The
Octofoil.
Arnold C. Bohlmeyer, Rt. I,
Plainview, III., enjoys reading The
Octofoil, even though he aeldom

sees news c f buddies in his old
outfit-Co. D, 60th.
Chester H. Edmunds, 304 Fair
Oak St., Little Valley, N. Y., formerly Co. C, 60th, thinks The Octofoil is a swell paper and he -enjoys it very much. He has only
one criticism: he would like to
have more articles and accounts
of the Old Division and a little
less of IQcal and state chapters.
Pfc. Daniel W. Bullard, Jr.,
712th Engr. Depot Ce., Granite
City Engl'. Depot, Granite City,
Ill., would like to hear from some
of his former friends of the 899th
TD Bn. Rcn. Co.' He states he
hasn't seen anyone from the out:
fit since they left Camp Brooklyn
in France to come home. He
sf:ayed on with the Red Cross
there for a year and then came
home and· ..e-enlisted.
Newell C. Cole, formerly of the
39 Inf, s-ends in a new address:
222 E. Foothill Blvd., La Verne,
Calif., and says he will be in Philadelphia in July if things brea~
right.
'
R. P. Denghausen, formerly of
Hdq. Co., lst Bn., 60th, now of
615 Probasto, Cincinnati, Ohio,
writes that he will be in Philadelphia for the 1948 Reunion in July
and if it's only half as enjc,yable
as the one in New York it will be
wori:hwhile.
cJoseph E. Koeppel" 6801 Jackson St., Guttenberg·, N J., wants
his buddies of Service Co., 39th,
to note his new addre'ss.
COME IN PAIRS OUT THERE!
Elhert H. Price, 202 S. Fair
St., Champaign, 111., formerly of
Co. K, 60th Inf., writes: "We
are proud to announce that we
now have twin heys in our family;
they were born July 5, 1947. This
makes three boys for us now." He
also says: "Hope to see all myoid
buddies in Philadelphia July 2930-31." He is trying to locate
some of his former buddies and
one that Secretary Tingley's office is unable to furnish an address for is Manaan Martin, from
the state of Georgia. Can someone help Price out on this?
Irving F. Blabon, 532 4th St.,
San Rafael, Cal., formerly of Co.
C, 39th, is now with Marin County Chapter 103, Disabled American Veterans in San Rafael. H-e's
kept busy but feels that it' is a
worthwhile job. He also reported
tha't he hears from Jack Leahy,
Jr., of Co. C, 39th, who has finished his work at New Hampshire
University. H-e reports that James
Gimomginas, 600' W. 176th St.,
New York City, formerly of 60th
Inf., is now married. He also ran
into S-Sgt. Brown, Co. I, 39th,
who is now .stationed at Two
Rocks, Petaluma, Calif.
Geerge A. Simon, 977 Northland A ...e., Buffalo 15, N. Y., expects to be at the Reunion in Philadelphia in July. I. the meantime
he' w6nders if anyone haa some
negatives he could use and return.
He is short Oil pictures of North
Africa.
John Grill, Jr., Rt. 8, Akron,
0., former S-Sgt. Co. A, 60th,
writes: "I .would like to hear
from sQme of myoId buddies who
were inA Co.. 60th Inf. Regt.
with me. I'll ailswer any and all
lett-ers.Like to hear from T-Sgt.
Marburger, the Texas Boy; SSgt. Hall, S..Sgt. Lucas, S-Sgt.
Mike Shane, Pfc. Davis, who hated
to carry the bazooka; Lt. Red McMillain, or· any of the otherfellows who care to write. Come on,
bringQut the pencils and paper,
will yuh'!"
Gecrge E. Brush, 265 Alexander' Ave., Bronx 54, N. Y., would
welcome a word from some of the
fellows from Co. A, 60th. He is
looking forward to seeing some of
them at the Reunion in Philadelphia July 29-30-31.
Athel Woodcock, South, Ky.,
formerly of 60th, is now in th-e
garage business at South and is
helping- his dad on the farm. He
is trying to locate some of his
buddies: Joe I. Zike, L Co., 60th;
Woodrow W. Zimmerman, L Co.,
60th; John Younger, L Co., 60th;
Balden McMealan, A or B Co.,
60th; William Ender. L Co., 60th;
Gorham, C Co., 60th. If anyone
reading this can help Ath-el in locating the above buddies, it certainly would be appreciated by
him if you'd write.
Bud Cypher, 603 5th St., New
Kensington, Pa.,wants to know
what has happened to the oldtimers of Cc. A, 47th. He wants
to see some of their names and
addresses in The Octofoil •
Bill Weinstein, 4702 15th Ave.,
Brooklyn 19, N. Y., formerl~' of
Btry. C, 60th F.A., wants to hear
from some of his buddies, from
that outfit.
CROSSKILL HAS ACCIDENT
Mrs. Don B. Crosskill, 260
White Rd., FremoDt, 0., writes

that her husband, whc was formerly of Hq. Co., 9th Inf. Di....,
had an accident at the Bingham
Herbrand Corp., Oct. 29, in which
he lost several fingers from his
right hand. She reports that Don
i. now back at work. Don's
friends will be interested to know
he lias a 27 lb. 11 month-old
daughter, Diann Louise.
HaJ."old R. Minnich, Rt. 1, Bethlehem, Pa., writes that he hopes
to find some interesting news of
the former members of CQ. L,
39th. He says, .in part: "I know
what they all think-I'll let someone else write first. I would like
to hear from Eugene Bak-er since
I sent him a Christmas card and
it was returned. I would like to
hear where he is and whether he
found himself a place to live."
James Roth, 78 Euaton Rd., 5.,
Garden City, Long Island, N. Y.,
wants some cl the boys of the
47th Med. Det., to write to him,
and he would like to have the ad.
dress of former Capt. Edwin Tur.
kelson. Jim states he will be in
Philadelphia with his wife July
29-30·31.
Philadelphia in July

BILL TAYLOR STILL
WITH UNCLE SA~A

ill!

WILLIAM TAYLOR.'
Russellville. Ala.
Taylor sent another phot-o of
some buddies, whose addresses he
has lost and would like to hear
from. Write Bill at his home.
Bill is still in the Army but says
he expects to be discharged about
November 1st.
Philadelphia in July

T-SGT. PAUL E. A.
JACKSON IS 'DEAD
TRAGIC NEWS REPORTED TO
OCTOFOIL
BY
CARL
H.
HULL, SIOUX FALLS, S. D.
The Octofoil. is indebted to
Cal:l H. Hull, 1101 E. Ninth St.,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak., for the following information:
I just received word of the
death of T-Sgt. Paul E. A. Jackson, formerly of 2nd Bn., Hdqtr.
Co. and H Co., 60th Inf.• b-eforc
his capture at the Meuse River.
raul's sister, Mrs.
Thomas
Christopher, of 44 W. Harrison
St.• ,Saratoga Springs, N. Y., informed. me of his illness and
death at the Madaginc General
Hospital in Tacoma, Wash.
He had saracoma of the chest
wall and metasix of the brain, as
I und-erstand it. H-e died Jan. 2l.
WIFE, CHILDREN DIE
While Paul was a P. O. W. his
wife and two children died of an
illness. Paul rejoined the Ninth in
Army of Occupation before it
broke up.
I can't say whether or not Paul
was a memher of the Assodation,
but I do think his sister and his
nphew are entitled to "Eight Stars
to Victory."
Philadelphia in July

WHITMORE SAYS
THE VFW MOST
APPRECIATIVE
John H. Whitm<>re, member of
the Board of Governors and acin VFW circles in Baltimore,
Md., advises· The Octofoil the officers of the Sh-eridan-Hood VFW
Post
expressed themselves as
being well pleased with the manner in which The Octofoil presented Whitmore's story on Carl
Sheridan's final burial.
tiv~
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KRAUTS UNABLE TO KEEP THE P. O. W.s put us in harns. Very little sleep; BOB KUCERA NEEDS INFORMATION
FROM DREAMI NG OF TH E DAY TH EY too~r~h:e~;o:~fn:x~fuF~eb~' 2 at
THAT BUDDIES ONLY CAN FURNISH
AIN
7:30 A. M. we were on the marc4
AG
WOULD SEE THE U• S•A
•
•
again. This time we walked 15
COOTIES AND HUNGER-SLEEP IS OUT OF THE PICTURE
ENTIRELY-FINALLY ABLE TO ATTEND MASS HELD
BY FATHER GLENNAN OF BOSTON.

By VICTOR J. WOJTAS
FEBRUARY 14, 1945. ••
.
Dad and Mom mentioned to me that there WIll come a
day when I'll know what' a piece of hard bread nleans.
(Oh, how I wish I had a small piece of hard bread now.)
Food, foqd. A wonderful thought. Wondering when the
will come when I get backto the Land of Plenty.
NEVER ROAM
Dear Mom, direction from camp.
Doesn't
Pop and All- help the stomach, but the morale.
Your youngest "ROSTER"
problem chi I d
Here in Stalag III-A the Ger. (m a 1 e) should mans have interned the following
not give any- Prisoners of 'V a r: Serbians,
one any trou- French, Polish, Norwegians, Italble when he ians, English, Russians, Canagets back. Have dians, Czechs, Yugoslavs and
seen and expe- Americans. The ranks range from
l' i e n c e d
too a brigadier general, colonel, lieudarn much in tenant colonel, majors, captains,
my Prisoner of first and second looies; also all
'Val' days.
non-com ranks, including master
sergeant, first sergeant, Tech serDREAMING
geant, staff sergeant, ·buck serI can dream, geant, and corporals. They come
Wojtas
can't I? Going from all branches of the service.
to make another pudding, cOTlsisting of oat meal or Wheatina, dried THOUGHTS IN RHYME
apples, white raisins,
pl'unes, On the battlefield in Africa
pears, apricots, figs,
biscuits,
A Yankee doughboy lay;
flour, salt, sugar, cocoa. Oh, y€S, He· fought against the enemy,
here's another recipe of mine:
But has fallen in the fray.
Flap Jacks, including ~lour, ~ak Now as he lays dying
ing powder, eggs, mIlk, bOIled
Far from his native state,
raisins, salt, sugar.
He wishes to see his mother,
Today is Wednesday, 14th of
But alas, it· was too late.
Febl'uary. TomolTow, my buddy, He had served his country,
Al Hudy, will have been a PrisonThis soldier boy so gayer of War two years. My two Who was shot at the Oasis
years -will fall on March 22. We
Just before the dawn of day.
are wondering whether we'll still His pals saw himbe here in March-or hell ! Just
And great tears dimmed their
when will this damn capitalistic
eyes
war end?
For they strongly hoped to meet
RATHER BE UP FRONT
him
I would· much rathel' be on the
Up above the starlit skies;
front lines risking my life than to His comrad-es kneeled in prayer,
;;'-4le. a p~i~~ ~fwa.r. At le~sh it
-They. knew his time, was near,
.~
.. is aneasle~ hfe on .the front.
These wel'ehis last wo:rds:
Lice, lice, li~e-hunger, hun.'11'11 m~t you in heaven,
ger, hunger.· No sleep. for· me on
Mother Dear."
the night of Feb. 18.
A TTENDS MASS
NO CHAIRS
. Attended my first Mass at III-A
When a German Prisoner of
Luckenwalde. Mass held by Father War gets back horne he should
Glennan of B{)ston, Feb. 18, really enjoy the simple things in
1945.
life like a chair, sofa, .bed, radio.
It will be thl'ee yeal's on May 7 It will be three years this coming
sinN! I was home last. Just won- September 'since I slept in a soft
del'ing what Chicago looks like? bed.
Feb. 19, 1945.
15 PUFF SAME FAG
THREE WEEKS FOR REST
At one time in Stalag III-B,
My buddy, Al Hudy,and I Furstenberg, I've seen as many as
have had another of ourCOl1versa- 15 men smoke on one cigarette.
tions, and hav-e decided that when Here in Stalag III-A, Luckenwe get back to the City Beautiful, walde, the tobacco situation is just
we will take at least a three- as bad. Oh, when, oh when, will
w~k recuperation period,
after these miserable days end?
our miserable two years·· as PrisA MONTH-NO BATH
oners of War.
Since my arrival· at Stalag lIIGONNA GOLF
Luckenwalde, I've looked
In our first golf game, 18 A,
h()!es match play, we decided the through my clothes daily and
loser pays the cost of green fees found lice and fleas, or whatever
you wish to call them. It will soon
and caddy fees.
bea month that we've been here,
A ·FEW ARGUMENTS
Al Hudy and I have slept to- and still the Square Heads have
gether and been inseperable since not given us a bath.
April 17, 1943, we have been
getting along .splendid, with the THE DREAMER
exception of a few petty <Iuar- It's not so far away,
r~ls, . but that's. human nature--":
Four thousand miles you say;
isn't it? Feb; 21, 1945.
Why it's just a heist and a belly
NEED ATTENTION
crawl
Things I must do and get when To an upper bunk on the barrack's
I become a civilian once againwall
teeth· checked and cleaned-a few
At the dreary end of day.
Turkish baths, two suits-one
brown, the other black or blue.. At It isn't very far
least two pair of special made Sea spans where they areshoos for my broken down feet.
Why, I· only have to let out a
Shirts, socks, neck ties and I will
sail
probably need a new topcoat and
And hang my shoes on a l'usty
overcoat. Oh, yes, hats too. One
nail,
complete set of golf clubs, includ- And follow the Western Star.
ing bag and balls. When· I nnish
all my shopping, am taking off on 'T,vas not so long ago
our recuperation vacation to seek An endless year or so;
the quiet and peace· we badly
Why just last night, I yawned
need.
and then
TEETOTALER
In 30 winks was home againNo drinking alcohol; early to
I
wonder
do they know?
bed, early to rise and watch· my
diet. There's nothing in the -whole
wide world that will prevent. me EVACUATIOl\1
from doing' and getting what is
On Wednesday, Jan. 31, at
mentioned above. That is, if I 7:30 p. m., we evacuated III-B.
survive this miserable life. It We were all hopingth-e Germans
might cost four or five hundred would leave us behind to be libdollars, but eight or nine hundred eratedby the Russian forces. As
-we all damn well d-eserve it, and we were leaving III~B we· could
more.
hear Russian· artillery· in .the' disAIR RAIDS ARE MUSIC
tance. The Gel'mans walked us
There's only one .good thing for 25 hours,· co-\"·ering 38 miles in
about Stalag III-A, Llickenwalde~ that length·· of time. We were
Germany, and that is the air just short a small margin of being
raids. We hear Allied planes 5,000 American I risoners. When
dropping their bomb· loads in any we reached our· destination they

miles; the German heels still didn't
give us our daily ration of bread.
Same situation. Pu \; us in barns,
overcrowded, very little sleep; no
bread ration.
On the morning of Feb. 3 we
we~'e on the. march again; this
time ,ve covered 12 miles. About
noon J elTY gave us our ration of
bread with a piece of cheese.
Same situation, slept in barnsbut we had better sleep than the
previous days. Feb. 4 and 5 were
about the same, covering 15 miles.
Received our bread ration and
continued to sleep in barns. On
F~b, 6 we marched about 15 miles,
and were given our bread ration,
but packed in ,.garages without
enough floor space per man to lie
down. Misel'able conditions. No
sleep for anyone. On the 7th and
last day of our march we walked
about nine miles and finally reached our destination. This is Stalag
III-A,situated about two miles
from the city of Luckenwalde. All
in all, the trip took seven days.
We walked a little better than 90
miles on nothing but plain bread,
with one ration of cheese. Wish
I had a map so I could give route
of walk. Well, anyway, here's a
few of the towns we walked
through: Halbe, Jamlitz, Markisch, Bucholtz, Lebrose, Tupitz,
Sperenberg', Holly.
REFUGEES FEARFUL
Now to try and describe what
I saw and what happened on our
forced J"narch. For the most part
of our march we saw refugees
from the Posen sector evacuating
by horse and wagon. Mostly old
women and children, with a few
men. I tried to converse with
them, but they all seemed to fear
someone, or something. On our
walk through the town of Jamlitz, we passed two big forced labor gangs. What a pitiful sight
to see forced labor gang with boys
eight and nine years old to men
60 years of age. Pale, skinny, and
all with fear wl'itten on their features. On the third day of our
walli: one of .ourboys, Sergeant
Tonnsoll, decided to stop beside
the. road to readjust his pack, and
to have a· piece ofbread~ A few
moments later a German guard
came along and told him to move
along. He was getting up to move
along, but I guess it wasn't fast
enough to suit the guard, so the
Nazi shot him through the head,
and left him to his fate.
On the following day we
passed Russian Jews who were
digging ditches along the road,
and found one of their members
shot to death. What other atrocities took place on our walk I
couldn't state. A person can just
imagine the atrocities that take
place daily in Nazi Germany.
FEB. 7, 1945
Upon arrival at Stalag III-A,
situated two miles from Luckenwald-e, and 34 mil-es from Berlin,
we found seven field tents set up
for our use. Into these we were
stuffed 2,800 strong. Four hundred men to a tent. If it was 200
men to· a tent living conditions
would he fair. Inst-ead' we are
crowded as usual with just
enouh space to .stretch our weary
and hunry bodies. Most of' us
have lic~, due to the crowded liv-in conditions and filth. The water
situation is very. poor with· two
faucets for- the large amount of
men here. Would enjoy a good
bath, but the weather conditions
are against us. But then again,
we keep warm.
Another installment of Vic
Wojtas' unbelievable experiences will be printed next
month in The OctoEoil.
Philadelphia in July

A SIXTY-FIVE CENTER
An American film producer was
selecting a chief for his scenario
staff. The producer insisted that
the successful applicant must he a
college graduate. He looked with
favor upon one applicant, and
asked if he had had a college e·ducation. The answer was in the affirmative.
~'Show me your diploma," demanded,the producer.
The applicant tried to explain
that it was not customary for college graduates· to .carry diplomas
around with them.
"Well,· then," demanded the
producer, "say. me a big word."Financial Post.

WAS WITH CANNON CO., 47TH, AND NEEDS SOME EVIDENCE TO PRESENT TO THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION CONCERNING HIS HEARING.

Under date of 4 Jan. 1948, Robert Kucera, 4929 Hamm Ave.,
Cleveland 4, Ohio, sent the following letter to the Association:
Dear Sir: I was a former member of Cannon Co., 47th Inf., of
the Ninth Division, joining them
in Sicily and l-eaving them because
of a hearing impairment, around
Duren, Germany.
I am writing this letter to seek
aid in obtaining addr€sses of fellow buddies who served with me.
Please answel' my request as it is
urgent due to the fact their letters may help me in an appeal to
the Veterans Administration concerning my hearing.
The Third Platoon of this company was the platoon I was with
and if I could have the addresses
of all the fellows for the particular time I've mentioned, I will be
ever grateful to you.
The names I mention here are
of the most importance:
Charles Hacker, PEe.
Frank Loritto, Cpl.
Chester Zaikowski, Staff Sgt.
Henry Kco'owski, PEe.
Ed Eagan, PEe.
Henry Doucette, Tech. Sgt.
Warren (B u d d y) Bascome,
Tech. Sgt.
Thurman Longwell, Sgt.
As to these fellow buddies, I
onIv know the last names:
Faye.

Kipkowaki.
Zuril, track driver.
Kenaick.
Nelson, track driver.
Greenberg, Sgt.
Goldberg, PEe.
Our Third Platoon medics
whose names I can't remember are
of great need also. I believe one
was Fienstien, but the other who
was with us in Germany is the one
who took me back. I believe .he
was assigned to us in Germany,
though he was linked with others
at other times. I know he was a
veteran from all the way back in
Africa.
Thus, as a former "Raider,"
will you please help me in :ny I'equest for aid.
Doctor reports seem to be lacking here too and if anything can
be done as to obtaining any of
these will y<>u please tell me how
to go about furnishing these? Of
the doctors, I remember three of
them: Capt. Welchack, M.D., and
Maj. Lathrop, M.D., from the
107th Dispensary Hospital in London, and Col. Lemens, from the
217th Gen. Hospital in France
(Paris) .
'Vith a heart full of h<>pe I will
dose.
Respectfully yours,
ROBERT KUCERA,
4929 Hamm Ave., Cleveland 4,
Ohio.

"PADDY" FLlNTCHERBOURG'S CAPTOR

Jack Parish and
The Missus Battle
For The Octofoil

(Continued from Page 3)
his boys : "Some of us are coming
back and some are not. . . . All of
us will always be proud that we
On the morning of 13 Feb.
did our part in writing the history that America is making to- 1948, just a few minutes before
the big presses began grinding out
day."
FEEL FATALISTIC
this issue of The Octofoil a very
G()()d·· warriors feel either in- interesting-letter was received
vincible or fatalistic. With' men
falling around him, Paddy Flint from Jack E. Parish,· 1824 Ford
moved along to the next hedge- St., Ogdenberg, N. Y.
Jack enclosed a couple of pic..;
row to shoot at the Germans, who
replied
with
hand
grenades. tures showing some of the boys
"Don't mind that; they couldn't out of Co. A,· 60th In-f. The pictures were received too late for
hit me anyway," said Paddy.
use in this. issue but will be used
WHEN IT HAPPENED
When it finally happened Col. next month.
Flint was standing just outside a
Parish says The Octofoil has
doorway of a farm building dem- been discriminating against Co. A,
onstrating to a sergeant how he 60th, becauSe no pictures have
should take up positions to drive been printed. Jack, old boy, The
the Germans out from their Octofoil 'can't .print them until
hedgerow trenches.
The little some of the boys get the lead out
group heard a shot and their col- of their pants and send them in.
onel pitch-ed forward with a morJack closes by saying the Ninth
tal wound, in the head.
Infantry Division Association is. a
Paddy Flint lay· there with a great organization, just as the 9th
faint smile on his face. He was Division was a great fighting unit.
given a cigarette and latel.' a shot
Jack compliments The Octofoil
of morphine. During this time the --'-says he enjoys reading it, but
sergeant to whom the colonel had has a battle with the little woman
passed instructions had gone to a about who's gorina read it· first.
window of a house, spotted the You're'lucky, Jack, and· so is the
German who had shot the colo- Association. It is most noticeable
nel from a tree, .shot him and, as that whenever one of 6ur m-emhe fell to the ground, shot him ber's wives show an interest in the
again, saying: "You can't 'kill an Association that member invariIrishm·an; you only make him ably turns .out to be one helluva
mad."
good member.
WINS HIS POINT
Philadelphia ill July
Colonel Flint grinned at this
and shut his eyes· for keeps. He
had believed so thoroughly that
the attack should get going, that
it could be accomplished by individualistic Indian fightingrather than by mass formations, that
he had been unconscious of the
he-avy fire directed against h.im
and his aides. By his own example he showed his rn-en that it was.
possible and he did get his troops
going so that they m<>ved forward
and secured the main· highway
that afternoon.

Orderl" Room

'" * •

(Permission received Feb. 12, 1948, via
Western Unioll, from New York HeraldTribune to reprint the Copyri«ht. t~.5,
story, "Paddy Die.d .Just AsHe Lived,"
by Joseph Driscoll.)
Philadelphia in .July

HOME, SWEET HOME
At a sneak pr-eview of Love
From a Stranger, in which John
lIodiak plays fast and loose with
unsuspecting Sylvia Sidney, Hodiak was ShOWR hauling off with
his right and smacking·' Miss Sidney across .the face. It was a
tense moment. Sudednly one little
boy piped up in a voice that could
be heard all over the theater:
"Mommy, why doesn't she hit
him back--'-like you do 2"-Milwaukee Journal.

Firat S.,t. .Simpson pictured
in hi. "Orderly Room" at Port
Lyautey. The above was.ent in
~ S.s.t. H. Jarocki. Sq~ K,
2532 B. U., RaDdolp.... Field.
Texaa.
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Wood Appeals For United Effort

--------..,.-------------------------------*

OLENDER IS, ACTIVE GEORGE WOOD PLEADS FOR ALL UNITS
Taylor Asks Where
Joe Casey Says
TO PITCH IN AND HELP THE ASSOPhilly Lad Give IN VET ACTIVITIES
California Group
CIATION
"CARRY ON."
Detroit An Idea Recently Secretary Tingley
Is Hiding Out
furnished The Octofoil with his
A letter from Wilton M. Taylor, P. O. Box 446, Taft, Calif.,
states the Southern California
Chapter of the Ninth Infantry DivisiQn Association, formerly 10'cated in Hollywood, have changed
addresses, and .he wants to -contact "Wallis" of 1\1 Co.. 47th.
Someone help Taylor locate
.Wallis.
~'ZIGGIE"

In a personal letter to The Octofoil Joe Casey, secretary of the
Greater Detroit Chapter, 8621
Colfax, Detroit 4, Mich., in commenting Qn' the dignity added to
their recent successful Reunion by
the presence Qf many Gold Star
MQthers, has this to say: "And that
one anonymous member who
sends that $1 to the Gold Star
Mothers' Entertainment Fund for
the July Reunion should receive a
lot of credit-for we here in Detroit got the idea from him."
And, says Casey:
"The same idea might be suggested for development of ALL
Chapters who can plan for a
"family reunion" or occasion shuilar to ours. It's an idea-for
State Chapters to have one annual reunion and make an effort
to invite the families of our honored heroes."
JOE BANISAUCKAS GIVES $5
And evidently that Anonymous
guy has started something-just
as this issue of The Octofoil was
going to press a short note with
$5 enclosed for the Gold Star
Mothers Fund was received from
Joe Banisauckas, 1481 E. 71st St.,
Cleveland 3, Ohio.
GINSBERG CONTRIBUTES
In answer to a penny postcard
"Anonymous" sent out froni Philadelphia and asking acknowledgements be sent to The Octofoil, a
short note from George J. Ginsburg, 1140 White Plains Road,
The Bronx 60, N. Y., was received
in which George says: "I am glad
that I am able to help," and enclQses his contribution.

IN HOSPITAL
Taylor also a~ks for the old
gang to write Rufus "Ziggie" McCollum, former CQ. 1\1, 47th man.
·"Ziggie" was recently in a motorcycl~ accident and is in a Tulsa,
Okla., hospital. His address is Mr.
Fred McCollum, 125 N. Main St.,
Tulsa, Okla.
LISTS READINC MATERIAL
Some reading material recently
located by Taylor includes June,
1943 issue of National Geographic Magazine containing the article,
"Insignia of the Armed Forces."
The magazine can be located at
most any second hand book store
or mllY be available at National
Geographic Society, Washington,
D. C. Another interesting article
in the April, 1943 issue of the
same magazine is titled "Paris
Freed," and July, 1945, issue,
"Seeing Paris On a 48-Hour
Pass."
Many other interesting articles
are listed as appearing in March
Philadelphia in July
and- May, 1942 issues, showing the
47th's training ship on maneuvers
in 1942. June and August, 1935,
issues, as well as January, 1937,
contain interesting articles to any
former Inf~ntryman. The July,
1943 issue carries the story
Joe Laya is living in Chicago
~'Americans
on
the
Barbary
Heights, 111., at 2610 Commercial
Coast" (North Africa).
Ave., but the "cuss" is gold
bricking and won't write-but he
has a peach of a wife who not
only writes a nice letter but figures up an alibi for Joe that is
equal to the line any diplomat
ever handed out.
Writes Elsie Mae Laya:
Dear Editor: My husband has
been receiving The Octofoil since
its first issue and looks forward
each month to getting the new
copy. However, I guess he's like
the rest of the boys - they still
have writer's cramp from those
years of writing home while in the
Army.
Joe is very interested in the
coming Reunion and would like
more information as to the exact
date. He is trying to arrange his
vacation to fit the convention. If
this is possible all THREE of us
will be in Philadelphia come Reunion time.- I, for one, am anxious to meet some Qf Joe's bud. dies and their wives.
From the number of little pink
and blue envelopes we have received, I suggest there be a sons
and daughters auxiliary of the 9th
mer Co. M, 47th man, is back Dvision started!
"
home again in Iowa, 608 W.
MRS. ELSIE MAE LAYA.
Spencer St., Creston, Iowa. And
P. S.: Joe wants to know what
from the looks of Dick's sur- happened to those boys from Servroundings tall corn isn't all he's ice Co., 60th?
raising out there. Wilton TayEd.'s Note: Reunion dates are
lor, Taft, Calif., loaned this life- July 29-30-31, 1948. You Servlike photo to The OctofoiI. .
ice Co., 60th guys drop Joe a card.

MRS. ELSIE LAYA
MEANS FOR JOE
TO BE IN PHILLY

DICK'S DOING O. K.

I

---------------------

COMPANY C OF THE GO-DEVILS REGT.

list of War Dead being returned
for final burial. One of those
listed was Frank Pacillo, Amsterdam, New York. The OctQfoil
contacted Morry Olender, member of the Board of Governors,
from Amsterdam.
Morry's reply to The Octofoil,
reads in part:
Good use was made of your
information concerning Frank Pacillo. In Amsterdanl we have a
very active Veterans' Council that
consists of 11 posts. We manage
to give the returning veterans a
very impressive military burial.
At present I am commander of
my Post and vice president of the
Veterans' Council and can assure
you the boys are getting the respect they deserve.
We have permission from our
local factories (we are a rug center here) and whenever we need
a firing squad, etc., the mills permit the men to leave work with
pav and act on firing squads.
You are really doing a super
job with The Octofoil and I say
I can not find enough praise for
the work.
MORRY OLENDER.
Morry also mentions quite a bit
of data he has compiled Qn the
work of Chaplain Topper while
with. the Ninth Division. It is
hoped he will burn a little midnight oil and get the biography in
shape for use in an early issue of
The Octofoil.
Philadelphia in July

Walter Cottingham
Gives The Octofoil
"Hard Way to Go"
(Editor's Note: During the
past month many members have
written The Octofoil encouraging the Association and The Octofoil to wage a militant fight
for the principles of Universal
Military Training. Summed up,
the crux of practically all the
letters is, to quote John J. Clouser, president of the Illinois
Chapter of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association: "Because
a well-trained military reserve
is needed today more than ever
in the historY of this nation."
However, all of our members do
nQt see alike, and since the letter from Walter Cottingham,
Emory Junior College, Valdosta, Ga., is the only negative
letter received so far on the
subject his thoughts are printed
in their entirety as Walt sent
them in. As explained to Walt
in a personal letter, many
groups of WCTU were, by resolution, according to the daily
papers attacking th'e UMT proposals, was the reason they
were let in for criticism in the
article. If they want to "stick
their necks out" in such matters, foreign to what they were
originally organized for, then
they and their supporters will
have to be "thick-skinned"
enough to take ridicule. Walt's
lettel') :
Dear Sir: Upon reading your
so-called "non-political" editorial
in the recent copy of our division
paper, I was somewhat taken back
by the words poured out about the
WCTU. I was surprised that you
put this organization (WCTU) in
the same sentence with the America First outfit.
I fear I have understood you
rightly so, and I hasten to write
that I am disappointed in most of
your editorial argument.
Not even bothering to recognize that The Octofoil did take a
definite stand on the "non-political" matter of Universal Military
Training, I'll get on to the case
of the WCTU.
D-on't you think you may be
swinging a bit low in referring to
the voices of the ladies as "disgusting yelps" or in writing that
such "destructive influences" (as
the WCTU) "almost caused the
complete destruction of our country and its institutions previous to
Pearl Harbor?"
I, for one, don't believe such
statements to be "for the mutual
benefit of all the members," and
I believe there are many more of
our members who would concur in

this opinion.
The aboye photo was sent in by S-Sgt. H. Jarocki, Sq. K,
2532 B. U., Randolph Field, -re~~_~elp :rh!J)~t_!!oil~'!!~!!f1 the
Go-Deyil. mu••eel aboye. -

So why not stick to the Conventions, new clubs, etc., about which
we like to .read '? Thanks. .
.WALTER COTTINGHAM,
A. T. Co., 47th Inf.

HIS WELL-WRITTEN ARTICLE SHOULD STIR UP PLENTY
OF ENTHUSIASM FOR THE ASSOCIATION1S BETTER..
MENT IN THE MONTHS AHEAD.

George C. Wood, 159 Greenacre Ave., Longmeadow
6, Mass., takes his pen in hand and sends to The Octofoil
some very worthy suggestions:
Gentlemen: I salute the staff members of The Octofoil,
for they are most certainly doing a marvelous job. I know
that all readers feel this way about our Association paper.
It is very evident that a workman can do nothing without his
tools. Tools for workmen of The
Octofoil are supplied by all members of the Association. Without
a steady supply of material their
hands are tied. Their machines
can not roll.
An ugly thought. this-but all
too true-"IF"-all members do
not look upon The OctQfoil as his
own personal responsibility.
THE INFANTRY WITH
DIRT BEHIND THEIR EARS
The Infantry has made The Octofoil interesting. They have filled
the pages with pictures and many
a pleasant reminiscence has been
relived.
As in service, where each and
every outfit is dependent upon the
other, we in civilian life are no
more self-sufficient.
\ Even to this day we must work
111 an effort to make our present
Association-live-to reach maturity.
. Our Association to date is but
a child. It is in its infancy. However, it is strong. And it will remain strong only through the consecrated efforts of its members.
Many times I have wondered,
and asked mys·elf a question: "Is
The Octofoil an Infantry Journal
-primarily for Infantry?"
The answer was invariably a
definiteYes!!
OTHER GROUPS NEEDED
In all fairness to our Division,
it was necessary to take the minutest detail into consideration.
By doing this I realized,' much to
my pleasure and . satisfaction that
though it seemed to be an Infantry paper, it was because membeTS of the Infantry were the
paramount writers.
Now, Infantry is Infantryalone, this term does suffice. With
the term Division-"An Infantry
Division"-we have a complete
metamorphis: We now have Artillery, Medics, Special Troops-~nd
in our case many attached umts.
Each branch skilled in its own particular field, united to form our
famous Division.
OVERCOME PROBLEMS
Our former problems were
Qvercome our obj·ectives met successfully,' not because of one unit,
but because of the combined efforts of each and every man. It
is definitely not a singular conquest.
.
.
United in war we became "HItler's Nemesis." United in peace,
it is our duty to maintain our Division Association-so it will forever be of the highest caliber.
It is one thing to get up to the
top. It is another to stay there.
DESERVE ACCLAIM
We have reached the uppermost
region. We are a Di~ision wor~hy
of the highest pOSSIble acc1~lm.
This is not a passing salutation,
but a sincere certainty. A certainty made possible by the efforts of thousands.
Will you let this slip away?Will YO~l be a heavyweight momentarily?
It is hoped you will not-but
it is evident that now as you(the Artillery, Medics, T. A.s, the
A.A., etc.)-rest upon your laurels. You allow the more aggressive Infantry to rob you or your
place.
NO CONDEMNATION
I do not condemn the Infantry
Regiments. In fact, I have great
praise for what they stand for,
and for the manner in which they
stick together, even now-as
Buddies.
Quite often, in fact in every
issue of The Octofoil, you read
where some ex-G. 1. pleads for
news from a former buddy.
NOT ASKING FOR GOLD
Is this fellow asking for a loan
-for gold-for an apartment'?
NO •••
He is, however, trying to snap
his outfit out of th·e lethargy into
which its members have wallowed.
He realizes (now you realize)tlrat without the support of every

last member of the -Association
our' Division Association will be
as nothing. Our Oetofoil will fade
into oblivion as a poor experiment.
How about it fellows'?
The future ~'ou plan for the
Division Association depends upon
the deeds you perform today. The
verdict rests
entirely with"You and ~rou-and you I"~
Sincerely,
GEORGE C. WOOD.
Philadelphia in July

2nd Lt. David Carter
Is Buried In Kentucky
Funeral seTvices for 2nd Lt.
David Carter McCord, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.
McCord, RichmQnd Road, who was killed in ac..
tion in Germany in 1945, was held
at the C. A. Baker Funeral Home,
the Rev. William E. Sweeney offi·
ciated.
WAS 24 YEARS OLD
Lt. McCord, who was 24 at the
time of his death, was born in
Lexington. He was a University
of Kentucky graduate with a BS
degree in agriculture, awarded in
1943.
He enrolled in the Army Reserve Corps in September, 1942,
and entered active service May 10,
1943. After being commissioned
..
at the For~ Denni_· Officers--:
Candidate Scti>oJ., he,.wernt over.'!'seas in August, 1944. lJe was
'
killed near the RoeI' River, Germany, Qn March 6,-1.945. His dec..
orations
included the
Purple
Heart with one cl~ster, the Bronze
Star and the Distinguished Unit
Citation.
-From Lexington (Ky.) Herald, Dec. 19, 1947.

'V.

co.

Philadelphia in July

E, 47th MEN
TO MEET MAY 1

The get-together those Co. E,
47th men held January 23 at M.
Davide Wiener's home, 255 West
End Ave., prov-ed so successful
the gang decided on an encore.
This time they will meet at the
home of John ·'Barber" Trevelise,
2904 New York Ave., UniQn City,
New Jersey.
SATURDAY NIGHT
The next meeting will be on
Saturday night, May 1, at the address given above. "The Barber"
says his bivouac is just exactly 20
minu tes from mid-town New York.
He also whispers no one will leave
without getting a tummy full of
what ever they crave-be it liquid
formulas or solid food stuffs. He
does make one request, thoughand that is for you J oes down Boston, New Haven and Philadelphia
wa\7 drop him a card and signify
you; intentions about this meeting
so he'll know how many kegs to
tap and how much limburger for
"Dotty" to store up.
This notic·e is your inyitationany Co. E, 47th men from days at
Bragg (credit given for time spent
in the Town Pump) to V -E Day
"Over There" are here and now
ordered to be and appear at 2904
New York Ave., Union City, N. J.,
on Saturday night, May 1, 1948.
"The Barber" doesn't say so
in his letter to The Octofoil, but
it's a pretty sure thing, if some
thirsty 60th, 39th or attached unit
man happens to be strolling down
the twenty-nine hundred block of
New York Ave., on the date mention-ed he wouldn't be thrown out
if he stopped by and gently hinted
he wanted to wet the old whistl~.
The OctofQil killed out a good,
live story to put this last minute
announcement in for you 47th
guys-and if you let "The Bar·
boer" down-shame on you!

